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Abstract
This paper is about the role of interpersonal comparisons
in Harsanyi’s aggregation theorem. Harsanyi interpreted his
theorem to show that a broadly utilitarian theory of distribution must be true even if there are no interpersonal comparisons of well-being. How is this possible? The orthodox view
is that it is not. Some argue that the interpersonal comparability of well-being is hidden in Harsanyi’s premises. Others
argue that it is a surprising conclusion of Harsanyi’s theorem, which is not presupposed by any one of the premises.
I argue instead that Harsanyi was right: his theorem and its
weighted-utilitarian conclusion do not require interpersonal
comparisons of well-being. The key to making sense of this
possibility is to treat Harsanyi’s weights as dimensional
constants rather than dimensionless numbers.

IN TRO D U C T IO N

Harsanyi (1955) claimed to derive “an additive cardinal social welfare function” from principles of
individual and social rationality and respect for rational preferences. According to Harsanyi’s aggregation theorem, if both individual and social preferences satisfy the axioms of expected utility theory,
and if society prefers anything that is preferred by all individuals, then society’s preferences can be
represented as maximizing a weighted sum of individual utilities.
Harsanyi doesn’t call this social welfare function “utilitarian”—at least, not in that paper. But he
went on to interpret it that way, claiming his theorem “to show that the Bayesian rationality postulates, together with a very natural Pareto optimality requirement, logically entail a utilitarian ethic”
(Harsanyi, 1978, p. 226)—surprisingly, “even if interpersonal utility comparisons are not admitted”
(228).
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advocatesbeoftaken
imprecise
credences
challenge the as
This is puzzling, not least because utilitarianism would typically
to require
“everybody
partial
beliefs are
represented
not by
to count for one, nobody for more than one” (Mill, 1863). The
conclusion
of best
Harsanyi’s
theorem
is a single
The
move
to
imprecise
credences
leaves
compatible with the assignment of different weights to different people. But let us set this worry aside. many trad
tact, as fans
of imprecise
credences
What puzzles me is how any form of broadly utilitarian aggregation,
weighted
or otherwise,
couldoften
be simply r
yourcompare
representor.
In order
possible without interpersonal comparisons of well-being. Iffunctions
we cannotineven
the wellbeingsfor your im
yourafter
representor
must
satisfy
probability axiom
of different individuals, how can we sensibly add them up, even
weighting
them?
Thethe
orthodox
representor
must contain
just those
functions that
answer of social choice theory is that this is impossible: “weighted
utilitarianism
requires
interperthe information you learn.2
sonal comparisons of utility gains and losses” (Blackorby et representor
al., 2008, p.on
138).
However,
for agents
with imprecise
The puzzle deepens when we compare Harsanyi’s theorem to
an even more
foundational
result of credences
Whether
rational
might
social choice theory: Arrow’s impossibility theorem. Arrowform.
(1950)
showedyou
that are
a social
choice
pro-just as eas
features
that
can’t
be
reduced
to
each
member of
cedure that delivers an ordering for all possible arrangements of individual preferences, respects the
features of
your
like the properties
unanimous preferences of individuals, and ranks any two alternatives
only
by representor
consideringare
individuals’
as ‘lift
the piano’.
What itpreferences
takes for a algroup of peo
preferences between those alternatives must be a dictatorship,
in which
one person’s
forwhich
each individual
member
group
ways prevail. Arrow worked in a purely ordinal framework in
utilitarianism
could of
notthe
even
be to lift it
be
rational
might
not
be
for
each
member
formulated. But Sen (1970) and others have extended the result to informational settings that include of her re
credence
functions.
To take the
point further, imag
cardinally measurable utilities. And the standard lesson of these
results
is that “admitting
cardinality
to spread
outimpossibility
to fill a football
field.
of utilities without interpersonal comparisons does not change
Arrow’s
theorem
at This
all” comman
(Sen, 1999, p. 357).
no individual could possibly satisfy it. Similarly, fo
Harsanyi admits that the “use of cardinal utilities is insufficient
enable
us to avoid
Arrow’s
rationalitytocould
in principle
include
rules that no
Impossibility Theorem” (Harsanyi, 1979, p. 303). And he seems
to accept
conditions
when of glob
This
paper isArrow’s
an extended
investigation
formulated in terms of individual utility functions. How, paper
then, are
could
he analogous
have possibly
a to lift a
rules
to thederived
command
weighted utilitarian social welfare function in a way that “does
not depend
onathe
possibility
of section
inter- 1, I state
spread
out to fill
football
field. In
personal utility comparisons” (Harsanyi, 1979, p. 294)? Thisconstraints,
is the question
to explore
this
and I want
address
relevantinquestions
abou
paper.
dences. In the remainder of the paper, I describe thr
The general consensus appears to be that, at least when to
Harsanyi’s
conditions
supplemented
solve problems
facedare
by fans
of imprecise creden
in such a way that they support weighted utilitarianism, hisimprecise
result does
require
interpersonal
agents are forced to makecombad choices ab
parisons. Some argue that the possibility of interpersonal the
comparisons
presupposed
by one of
problem ofisbelief
inertia, according
to which cer
3 conclusion of Harsanyi’s
Harsanyi’s premises (Broome, 1991). Others argue that it is
surprising
Finally, section 4 answers the objectio
tivea learning.
theorem (Jeffrey, 1971; Mongin, 1994). I will argue instead the
thatrational
Harsanyi
was right:
his theorem4 and
These three a
principle
of Reflection.
its weighted-utilitarian conclusion do not require interpersonal
comparisons
of
wellbeing.
The
key
ested in one particular problem may skip to my disc
idea is to understand Harsanyi’s weights not as real numbers A
butnote
rather
as dimensional
constants. global re
of clarification:
in discussing
Defending this thesis will require us to rethink some core ideas
in the
choice
and welgame
on theory
behalf of
ofsocial
fans of
imprecise
credences. I
fare. In doing so, I will argue that the standard lesson drawn from
Sen’s
extension
of
Arrow’s
theorem
are sometimes rationally required, or even that th
is mistaken. But, first, we need to get Harsanyi’s theorem ontothe
table.
demonstrate
that fans of imprecise credences ha
than previously thought, resources brought out by t
global in character. Imprecise credence models can
2 | H A R SA N Y I’S T HE OR E M
ments than precise credence models, and fans of im
this flexibility and taking better advantage of it.
Consider a set of outcomes X = {x1 , …, xm }. A lottery over these outcomes assigns an (“objective”) probability to each outcome in such a way that the probabilities
sum to one. We can harm1
The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early
lessly treat outcomes as if they were lotteries since, for each
outcome,
there
is a degenerate lottery
Levi (1974), and Williams (1976).
that guarantees that outcome. Where p is a lottery and xj is an outcome, pj is the probability as2
This updating rule is part of the definition of an imprecise pro
signed by p to xj.
discussion,
see theindividual
literature cited
in footnote
26.
We have a fixed population of individuals, numbered 1, …, n. For each
i, there
is a relation ≻i of being better for i—i’s betterness relation—over the
3 set of all lotteries. Let ≻ (no subscript)
For an introduction to the problem of belief inertia, see §3.2 o
denote the “overall” betterness relation. (Harsanyi interprets ≻i as i’s preference relation and ≻ as a
4
For aand
prominent
of this objection,
seeas
White (2009)
social preference relation. I follow Broome 1991, Dreier 2004,
othersstatement
in reinterpreting
these
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advocates
of imprecise
credences
challenge
theseisrules.
They important
argue that your
betterness
relations
for the sake
of generality.
Butthe
theassumption
question ofbehind
this paper
especially
partial
beliefs
are
best
represented
not
by
a
single
function,
but
by
a
set
of
functions,
or
representor
.1
on Harsanyi’s preference-theoretic interpretation, because it is especially controversial whether
inThe move
to imprecise
traditional
rationality
surprisingly
terpersonal
comparisons
are credences
possible inleaves
such many
a framework;
see,requirements
e.g., Greavesofand
Lederman,
2018; intact,
as
fans
of
imprecise
credences
often
simply
reinterpret
these
rules
as
applying
to
the
individual
Hausman, 1995.)
functions theorem
in your representor.
In orderThe
forfirst
youris imprecise
credences tobetterness
be rational,
eachhas
member
Harsanyi’s
has three premises.
that each individual’s
relation
an of
your
representor
must
satisfy
the
probability
axioms.
In
order
for
you
to
update
rationally,
your
expected utility representation. A real-valued function ui ( ⋅ ) represents i’s betterness relation just in later
mustnumbers
contain just
those functions
that result
conditionalizing
of your
case representor
it assigns higher
to lotteries
that are better
for i—from
i.e., for
any lotteries p each
and qmember
: p ≻i q iff
2
theuinformation
you learn.
ui (p) representor
> ui (q). Weoncall
i ( ⋅ ) a utility function for i’s betterness relation. An expectational utility funcHowever,
for
agents
with
imprecise
credences,
the requirements
needn’t
tion is one with the following property: the number
it assigns
to any lottery of
p isrationality
the expected
valuetake
of this
form.
Whether
you
are
rational
might
just
as
easily
depend
on
global
features
of
your
representor,
ui ( ⋅ ) over p’s outcomes (which, recall, we are treating as degenerate lotteries). That is,
features that can’t be reduced to each member of your representor having a certain property. Global
features of your representor are
like=the
attributed by collective readings of predicates
ui (p)
p1 uproperties
(1) such
i (x1 ) + … + pm ui (xm )
as ‘lift the piano’. What it takes for a group of people to lift a piano is not the same as what it takes
for each individual
memberisofunique
the group
lift it.affine
Similarly,
what it takes
an imprecisebyagent
An expectational
utility function
up to to
positive
transformation—
i.e.,formultiplication
a to
be
rational
might
not
be
for
each
member
of
her
representor
to
satisfy
familiar
constraints
on
precise
positive number and addition of a constant. If ui ( ⋅ ) is an expectational utility function that represents i’s
credence
functions.
Toany
takepositive
the point
further,
imagine
a bandrelation
directorcan
commanding
a marching
betterness
relation,
then for
α and
any β,
i’s betterness
also be represented
by band
1
to
spread
out
to
fill
a
football
field.
This
command
is
global
in
an
especially
strong
sense—namely,
vi ( ⋅ ) = 𝛼ui ( ⋅ ) + 𝛽, which will also be expectational.
no individual
could
possibly
satisfy
it. Similarly,
for fans
of imprecise
credences,
therepresentarequirements of
Harsanyi’s
second
premise
is that
the overall
betterness
relation
has an expected
utility
in principle
include
rules
that noW(·),
precise
agent
possibly
satisfy.
tion. rationality
This meanscould
that there
is a social
welfare
function
unique
upcould
to positive
affine
transformapaper
is annumbers
extendedtoinvestigation
of global
rationality.
Some
rules
surveyed in this
tion, thatThis
assigns
higher
better lotteries—
i.e., p rules
≻ q iffofW(p)
> W(q)—
and is
expectational:
paper are rules analogous to the command to lift a piano, and some are analogous to the command to
spread out to fill a football field.
In =section
for both of these kinds of
W(p)
p1 W(x11,)I+state
… +formal
pm W(xdefinitions
(2)global
m)
constraints, and I address relevant questions about how to interpret the formalism of imprecise credences. Inthird
the remainder
Harsanyi’s
premise isof the paper, I describe three applications of global constraints, using my ideas
to solve problems faced by fans of imprecise credences. Section 2 discusses cases in which it seems like
imprecise
are lottery
forced to
badaschoices
whether
to gather
evidence.
discusses
Strong
Paretoagents
If one
is make
at least
good about
for each
person
as another,
then Section
it is at 3least
problem
of belief
according
to which
imprecise
are unable
to engage in inducasthe
good
overall.
If, ininertia,
addition,
it is better
forcertain
someone,
then agents
it is better
overall.
tive learning.3 Finally, section 4 answers the objection that many imprecise agents are doomed to violate
4
These three
applications
modular
that(weights)
readers interthe rational
principle
of Reflection.
Harsanyi’s
theorem
is that,
if these premises
are true,
there areare
positive
realenough
numbers
ested
in one
particular
k1 , …,
kn such
that,
for any problem
lottery p:may skip to my discussion of it after reading section 1.
A note of clarification: in discussing global requirements of rationality, I am playing a defensive
W(p) = credences.
k1 u1 (p) + …I +
un (p)
(3)
game on behalf of fans of imprecise
amknnot
aiming to prove that imprecise credences
are sometimes rationally required, or even that they are rationally permissible. Rather, I am aiming
demonstrate
fansbetterness
of imprecise
credences
more argumentative
at theirofdisposal
Thistomeans
that the that
overall
relation
can be have
represented
as maximizingresources
the expectation
a
weighted
of individual
utilities,
where
those out
utilities
expectationally
represent
the of
individuals’
than sum
previously
thought,
resources
brought
by the
observation that
the rules
rationalitybetcould be
terness
relations.
global
in character. Imprecise credence models can support a much broader range of rational requireWe
nowthan
haveprecise
Harsanyi’s
aggregation
onofthe
table. Notice
that none
the premises
seems
ments
credence
models,theorem
and fans
imprecise
credences
can of
benefit
from understanding
to require
interpersonal
well-being.
this flexibility
and comparisons
taking better of
advantage
of it.For reasons that will be explained in the next few
sections, however, equation (3) does not necessarily express a utilitarian principle of aggregation—
and not
just because the weights can differ by person. To get closer to a utilitarian conclusion, we need
1
The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early discussions of imprecise credence models, see Smith (1961),
someLevi
additional
assumptions.
(1974), and
Williams (1976).
2

This updating rule is part of the definition of an imprecise probability model in the sense of Joyce (2010). For further
discussion, see the literature cited in footnote 26.

3

For an introduction to the problem of belief inertia, see §3.2 of Bradley and Steele (2014).
Harsanyi uses Marschak (1950)’s variation on the axioms of von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947). It does not matter for
4
For a which
prominent
statement of
White (2009).
his theorem
axiomatization
is this
used,objection,
so long assee
it provides
an expected utility representation.
1
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advocates of imprecise credences challenge the as
partial beliefs are best represented not by a single
to imprecise
credences
A (weighted) utilitarian is typically thought to believe that The
theremove
is some
quantity—
goodnessleaves
for a many trad
tact,
as
fans
of
imprecise
credences
often simply r
person, or well-being—the (weighted) sum of which ought to be maximized. What is the relation
in your representor.
In order for your im
between this quantity and an expected utility representation functions
of an individual’s
betterness relation?
your
representor
mustpsatisfy
the probability
axiom
To mark this distinction more clearly, let “gi (p)” denote the
goodness
of lottery
for person
i—for
representor
must
contain
just
those
functions
that
brevity, i-goodness. I use boldface to indicate that this symbol does not designate a number. It is im2
thebyinformation
learn.
portant to distinguish between a dimensioned quantity and representor
the number on
used
a particularyou
scale
to
for agents
with imprecise
represent that quantity.2 My mass is 75 kg. This quantity is not a However,
number. What
is a number
is the ratio credences
form.
Whether
youby
aretherational
might
of this quantity to the mass of the standard kilogram—i.e., the
number
assigned
kilogram
scalejust as eas
features
that
can’t
be
reduced
to
each
of
to my mass (75). Something’s goodness for a person is not a number. The question is whether, and member
in
features
your representor
arefunction.
like the properties
what sense, it can be represented by a number, such as the value
of anofexpectational
utility
as ‘lift
takes
a group of peo
We can assume that, for any lotteries p and q, p’s goodness
forthe
i ispiano’.
greaterWhat
than itq’s
justfor
in case
for each
individual
of the
group to lift it
p is better for i than q: gi (p) > gi (q) iff p ≻i q. Harsanyi’s first
premise
was thatmember
expected
≻i has an
rational might
not sense
be forthat
eachp member
utility representation. So there is a utility function ui ( ⋅ ) thatbe
represents
≻i, in the
≻i q iff of her re
functions.
To take
the point for
further, imag
two lotteries
just in case
its goodness
ui (p) > ui (q). Thus, ui ( ⋅ ) assigns a higher number to one of credence
spread out
to fill ascale
football
This comman
i is greater: gi (p) > gi (q) iff ui (p) > ui (q). In this sense, ui ( ⋅ to
an ordinal
of i-field.
goodness.
) provides
Intuitively, we can make comparisons not only of i-goodness,
but also ofcould
differences
in satisfy
i-goodness.
no individual
possibly
it. Similarly, fo
One thing might be much better for you than another, whereas
a third thing
might
be only slightly
rationality
could
in principle
includebetrules that no
ter. Let “gi (p) − gi (q)” denote the difference in i-goodness between
and q—
i.e.,
how much
better p of glob
This ppaper
is an
extended
investigation
is for i than q. (On Harsanyi’s preference-theoretic interpretation,
be analogous
thought of to
as the command
strength to lift a
paperthis
arecan
rules
of i’s preference between p and q.) Harsanyi’s premises do not
imply
there
are such
differences,
spread
outthat
to fill
a football
field.
In section 1, I state
but let’s assume that there are. What is the relation between differences
i-goodness
differences
constraints, in
and
I addressand
relevant
questions abou
in ui-utility?
dences. In the remainder of the paper, I describe thr
We might think that differences in ui-utility represent differences
in i-goodness,
atofleast
the creden
to solve problems
faced by in
fans
imprecise
following sense:
imprecise agents are forced to make bad choices ab
the problem of belief inertia, according to which cer
gi (p) − gi (q) > gi (r) − gi (s) ⇔ ui (p) − utive
> ui (r) −3 Finally,
ui (s) section 4 answers
(4)the objectio
i (q)learning.
the rational principle of Reflection.4 These three a
But this does not follow from the assumptions made so far. Weested
haveinassumed,
with Harsanyi,
one particular
problemthat
may≻skip
i has to my disc
an expected utility representation. But this doesn’t mean, and the axioms
utilityin
theory
do not global re
A noteofofexpected
clarification:
discussing
imply, that ≻i can only be represented by an expectational utility
function.
To see
this, of
suppose
that we
game
on behalf
of fans
imprecise
credences. I
apply an order-preserving but nonaffine transformation to eachare
.
For
example,
let
be
the
square
u
(
⋅
)
v
(
⋅
)
i sometimes rationally
i required, or even that th
[
]2
of ui ( ⋅ ): vi (p) = ui (p) for each lottery p. (Assume that ui ( ⋅ to
assigns nonnegative
numbers.)
) only
vi ( credences
⋅)
demonstrate
that fans of
imprecise
ha
still represents the ordering ≻i, in the sense that p ≻i q iff vi (p)than
representation
is not
ex- out by t
> vipreviously
(q). But thisthought,
resources
brought
pectational. It instead has the less convenient form:
global in character. Imprecise credence models can
ments than precise credence models, and fans of im
( √
√ ( ))2
( )
this flexibility
and taking better advantage
(5) of it.
vi (p) = p1 vi x1 + … + pm vi xm
1

The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early

2

This updating rule is part of the definition of an imprecise pro

None of our assumptions so far rule out the possibility that vi (Levi
differences in i-goodness, in
⋅ ) represents
(1974), and Williams (1976).
the following sense:

gi (p) − gi (q) > gi (r) − gi (s) ⇔ vi (p) − vdiscussion,
(6)
i (q) > vi (r)
i (s)
see −
thevliterature
cited in footnote 26.
2

3
I try to remain neutral about controversial issues in the metaphysics of quantities
e.g., Dasgupta,
2013; Eddon,
2013;
For an(see,
introduction
to the problem
of belief
inertia, see §3.2 o
Sider, 2020; Wolff, 2020). I assume that any plausible theory of quantities should be compatible with the claims I want to
4
For a prominent statement of this objection, see White (2009)
make about them here (or suitable reinterpretations of those claims).
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advocates
theuiassumption
these rules.
Theyboth
argue
that your
Suppose
that (6)ofisimprecise
true. Thencredences
(4) cannotchallenge
also be true:
-differences behind
and vi-differences
cannot
reprepartial beliefs
best represented
notfollowing
by a single
function,
but by a set of functions, or representor.1
sent differences
in i-are
goodness.
Consider the
utility
assignments:
The move to imprecise credences leaves many traditional requirements of rationality surprisingly inui vi reinterpret these rules as applying to the individual
tact, as fans of imprecise credences often simply
1 1 imprecise credences to be rational, each member of
functions in your representor. In order forwyour
x 3axioms.
9
your representor must satisfy the probability
In order for you to update rationally, your later
representor must contain just those functions
that
result
from conditionalizing each member of your
y 4 16
2
representor on the information you learn. z 5 25
However, for agents with imprecise credences, the requirements of rationality needn’t take this
Whether
youuiare
rational
justthan
as easily
depend between
on global
features
of .your
representor,
The form.
difference
between
is greater
the difference
and ui (y)
But the
dif(x) and
ui (w)might
ui (z)
features
that
can’t
be
reduced
to
each
member
of
your
representor
having
a
certain
property.
ference between vi (x) and vi (w) is less than the difference between vi (z) and vi (y). The two scales cannotGlobal
your representor
are like the properties attributed by collective readings of predicates such
both features
representofdifferences
in i-goodness.
‘liftwhy
the this
piano’.
Whatfor
it takes
for a group
of people
to lift
piano
is notasthe
same as what
it takes
Toassee
matters
Harsanyi’s
purposes,
suppose
thata(6)
is true,
is compatible
with
for each
individual
member
of the group
to lift it.of
Similarly,
what
it takesthat
foroverall
an imprecise
agent to
Harsanyi’s
premises.
Suppose
we accept
the conclusion
Harsanyi’s
theorem,
betterness
be represented
rational might
for each member
her representor
to the
satisfy
familiar
precise
can be
by not
an be
expectational
social of
welfare
function of
form
stated constraints
in equationon
(3):
functions.
further,this
imagine
a band
director
a marching band
W(p)credence
= k1 u1 (p)
+ … + To
kn utake
Wepoint
can rewrite
equation
in terms
of vcommanding
n (p).the
i-utilities:
to spread out to fill a football field. This
command
is
global
in
an
especially
strong
sense—namely,
√
√
(7) of
= kit.
v
(p)
+
…
+
k
v
(p)
no individual could possiblyW(p)
satisfy
Similarly,
for
fans
of
imprecise
credences,
the
requirements
1
1
n
n
rationality could in principle include rules that no precise agent could possibly satisfy.
In termsThis
of vpaper
this
is not a investigation
weighted utilitarian
representation
but a weighted
one:in this
is an
extended
of global
rules of rationality.
Some prioritarian
rules surveyed
i-utilities,
each paper
person’s
-utilityanalogous
has diminishing
marginal value
respect
to social
welfare.
If vi-differences
reparevirules
to the command
to liftwith
a piano,
and
some are
analogous
to the command
to
resentspread
differences
goodness
forfield.
i, thenInHarsanyi’s
woulddefinitions
imply that afor
difference
in goodness
forglobal
out toinfill
a football
section 1,theorem
I state formal
both of these
kinds of
i matters
more theand
worse
off i is. To
rule outquestions
this prioritarian
interpretation,
Harsanyi
needs some
reason to creconstraints,
I address
relevant
about how
to interpret
the formalism
of imprecise
privilege
the family
of expectational
rather
nonaffine of
transformations
thereof.
Thismy
is ideas
dences.
In the remainder
of therepresentations
paper, I describe
threethan
applications
global constraints,
using
the influential
Sen (1977)–
Weymark
critique
of Harsanyi’s
theorem
(for responses,
Fleurbaey
to solve problems
faced
by fans (1991)
of imprecise
credences.
Section
2 discusses
cases in see
which
it seems like
and Mongin
2016;
Greaves
2017; to
Risse
2002).
imprecise
agents
are forced
make
bad choices about whether to gather evidence. Section 3 discusses
Totheaddress
this
I will
attributetoanother
assumption
to Harsanyi,
which
Broome
(1991)
problem
of problem,
belief inertia,
according
which certain
imprecise
agents are
unable
to engage
in induccalls tive learning.3 Finally, section 4 answers the objection that many imprecise agents are doomed to violate
the rational principle of Reflection.4 These three applications are modular enough that readers interBernoulli’s
any may
lotteries
p my
anddiscussion
q, p is better
for reading
i than section
q just 1in. case p’s
ested in Hypothesis
one particular For
problem
skip to
of it after
expectation
goodness forini discussing
is greater global
than q’s.
A note of clarification:
requirements of rationality, I am playing a defensive
game on behalf of fans of imprecise credences. I am not aiming to prove that imprecise credences
This are
principle
strengthens
Harsanyi’s
relation
has Ian
sometimes
rationally
required,first
or premise,
even thatthat
theyeach
are person’s
rationallybetterness
permissible.
Rather,
amexaiming
pected
utility
representation.
Bernoulli’s
Hypothesis
implies
that
represents
differences
iu
(
⋅
)
to demonstrate that fans of imprecise credences have more argumentative
resources at theirindisposal
i
goodness,
so that (4) thought,
is true and
(6) is false.
Moreout
than
it implies that
are meaningful
ratios
than previously
resources
brought
by this,
the observation
thatthere
the rules
of rationality
could be
of goodness
for any given
person.
These
ratios
are arepresented
by expectational
utility
global indifferences,
character. Imprecise
credence
models
can
support
much broader
range of rational
requirefunctions,
in
the
sense
that
ments than precise credence models, and fans of imprecise credences can benefit from understanding
this flexibility and taking bettergadvantage
i (p) − gi (q)of it.ui (p) − ui (q)
=
(8)
gi (r) − gi (s)
ui (r) − ui (s)
1

The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early discussions of imprecise credence models, see Smith (1961),

3

For an introduction to the problem of T(a)
belief −
inertia,
of Bradley
and Steele (2014).
T (a)
− T (b)
T(b)see §3.2

SuchLevi
ratios
are preserved by any positive affine transformation of ui ( ⋅ ). In this sense, ui ( ⋅ ) is a cardinal
(1974), and Williams (1976).
scale of i-goodness. For example, the Celsius scale is a cardinal scale of temperature. Let T(x) denote the
2
This updating
is part
of thelet
definition
of an imprecise
probability
model in thex’s
sense
of Joyce (2010
ForCelsius
further
TC (x) denote
temperature
of an rule
object
x, and
the number
that represents
temperature
on).the
discussion,
see
the
literature
cited
in
footnote
26.
scale. The ratio of two differences in degrees Celsius is the ratio of two differences in temperature:
4

C
= C
T(c)
−
T(d)
T
(c)
−
T
C
C (d)
For a prominent statement of this objection, see White (2009).

(9)
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advocates
of imprecise
credences
challenge the as
And this ratio is preserved by any positive affine transformation
of the Celsius
scale (e.g.,
the Farenheit
partial beliefs are best represented not by a single
scale).
The move
to impreciseofcredences
The addition of Bernoulli’s Hypothesis rules out the prioritarian
interpretation
Harsanyi’sleaves
con- many trad
tact,
as
fans
of
imprecise
credences
often simply r
clusion. But how close does it take us to utilitarian aggregation?
functions in your representor. In order for your im
your representor must satisfy the probability axiom
representor must contain just those functions that
4 | S U M M AT ION
representor on the information you learn.2
However,
for agents
with imprecise
Broome (1991) claims that, given Bernoulli’s Hypothesis, the
conclusion
of Harsanyi’s
theorem credences
form. Whether you are rational might just as eas
implies
features that can’t be reduced to each member of
features
of your
representor
Summation
For any lotteries p and q, p is better than
q just
in case
the sumare
of like
the the
dif-properties
the piano’. What it takes for a group of peo
ferences in goodness for each person between p and as
q ‘lift
is positive:
for each individual member of the group to lift it
[
]
[
] might not be for each member of her re
be rational
(10)
g1 (p) − g1 (q) + … + gn (p) − gn (q) > 0
credence functions. To take the point further, imag
to spread out to fill a football field. This comman
There are two reasons to doubt this. One is the removal of Harsanyi’s
weights.
The
other issatisfy
that differno individual
could
possibly
it. Similarly, fo
ences in goodness for different people are being summed. Let’s
start with
the second.
rationality
could
in principle include rules that no
We have assumed that intrapersonal comparisons of goodness,
differences
in extended
goodness,investigation
and ratios of glob
This
paper is an
of differences in goodness are meaningful—indeed, more than
this,are
that
ratios
of differences
good- to lift a
paper
rules
analogous
to the in
command
ness for a person are real numbers. But we have not assumed
theout
meaningfulness
of field.
interpersonal
spread
to fill a football
In section 1, I state
comparisons of any kind. And Summation could hardly be constraints,
true unless and
we can
compare
differences
I address
relevant
questions abou
in goodness for different people. We cannot add up quantities
that cannot
even be compared.
There
dences.
In the remainder
of the paper,
I describe thr
is no quantity that is the sum of my mass and your height to
because
these arefaced
quantities
ofofdifferent
solve problems
by fans
imprecise creden
dimensions. We can of course add the number that represents
my massagents
on theare
kilogram
scale
andbad
thechoices ab
imprecise
forced to
make
number that represents your height on the inches scale; this the
operation
is of
notbelief
the addition
of mass and
problem
inertia, according
to which cer
3
height, but of relatively arbitrary dimensionless numbers. Summation
presupposes
that we
can addthe objectio
Finally, section
4 answers
tive learning.
4
differences in goodness across people; goodness is not a number,
nor are
differences
in goodness.
These three a
the rational
principle
of Reflection.
Such quantities must be interpersonally comparable in orderested
for this
operation
to
make
sense.
in one particular problem may skip to my disc
Summation presupposes that interpersonal comparisons of differences
in goodness in
arediscussing
meaning- global re
A note of clarification:
ful. But we have not explicitly assumed that such comparisons
are meaningful.
how
Broome
game
on behalf ofSo
fans
ofcould
imprecise
credences. I
have obtained Summation from Harsanyi’s conclusion and Bernoulli’s
Hypothesis?
are sometimes rationally required, or even that th
Broome suggests that the possibility of interpersonal comparisons
is hidden
in Harsanyi’s
premto demonstrate
that fans
of imprecise
credences ha
ises. Harsanyi’s second premise was that the overall betterness
has an
expected
utility reprethanrelation
previously
thought,
resources
brought out by t
sentation. This implies the completeness of the overall betterness
that, for
any lotteries
p andmodels can
globalrelation:
in character.
Imprecise
credence
q, either p is better than q, q is better than p, or p and q are equally
good.
In
other
words,
there
are
no fans of im
ments than precise credence models, and
“gaps” in overall betterness. But, according to Broome (1991,
p.
220),
“If
one
person’s
good
cannot
this flexibility and taking better advantage of it.
be compared with another’s, then the general betterness relation will simply not be complete.” So,
Broome claims, Harsanyi has assumed the possibility of interpersonal
comparisons after all.
1
The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early
If Broome means that the absence of interpersonal comparisons
would
by itself rule out completeLevi (1974), and Williams (1976).
ness, that is clearly false. Without further assumptions, the overall betterness relation could have
2
Thislotteries
updating rule
is part of
of the
definitionquantiof an imprecise pro
nothing to do with individual betterness relations. It could rank
in terms
expected
discussion,
see
the
literature
cited
in
footnote
26.
ties of cheese; the absence of interpersonal comparisons of goodness would be no barrier to the completeness of the resulting ranking. Even if we require overall3 For
betterness
to be a function of individual
an introduction to the problem of belief inertia, see §3.2 o
betterness relations, by imposing a Pareto condition, it is still wrong. One counterexample is a major4
For a prominent
statement
of this
seeat
White (2009)
itarian betterness relation: one alternative is better than another
just in case
the first
isobjection,
better for
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of imprecise
credences
challenge
the assumption
these
rules.
They
arguethan
that your
least advocates
as many people
as the second
is; two
alternatives
are equally behind
good just
in case
each
is better
partial
arenumber
best represented
a singlea serial
function,
but by a set
of functions,
or representor
.1
the other
forbeliefs
the same
of people.not
Orby
consider
dictatorship:
person
1’s betterness
relaThe move to
imprecise
leaves many
traditional
requirements
rationality
tion determines
which
of anycredences
two alternatives
is better
overall unless
they are of
equally
good surprisingly
for her, in intact,
as
fans
of
imprecise
credences
often
simply
reinterpret
these
rules
as
applying
to
thesoindividual
which case person 2’s betterness relation determines it unless they are equally good for her, and
on;
functions inare
your
representor.
for your
imprecise
to be rational,
eachviolate
member of
two alternatives
equally
good justIninorder
case they
are equally
goodcredences
for each person.
These rules
representor
mustforsatisfy
the probability
axioms. In order
for you
to update
rationally,
otheryour
conditions
required
an expected
utility representation,
but they
satisfy
completeness
andyour
are later
representor
must
contain
just
those
functions
that
result
from
conditionalizing
each
member
of your
paradigm cases of rules that do not require interpersonal comparisons of well-being. They do involve
2
representor
on moral
the information
youoflearn.
comparisons
of the
significance
different people’s well-beings: the majoritarian treats every
However,
agents
with imprecise
credences,
the requirements
of rationality
take this
gain or loss
in well-for
being
as having
equal moral
significance,
no matter whose
well-being needn’t
it is or how
Whether
youa are
rational might
just asand
easily
depend
global as
features
your representor,
muchform.
is gained
or lost;
dictatorship
treats gains
losses
for theondictator
havingofgreater
moral
features than
that gains
can’t be
to each
member
your
representor
having a certain
property.ofGlobal
significance
andreduced
losses for
everyone
else.ofBut
these
are not interpersonal
comparisons
of majoritarian
your representor
thethat
properties
attributed
readings
ofsame
predicates
well-features
being: the
needare
notlike
insist
every gain
or lossby
to collective
each person
is of the
size; such
as ‘lift the
Whatthat
it takes
for a group
people
lift afrom
pianoany
is not
the same
whatfor
it takes
dictatorship
doespiano’.
not entail
the dictator
gains of
more
well-tobeing
change
that isasbetter
for each
individual
member
of the
to lift
it. Similarly,
it takes
for an imprecise
agent to
her than
anyone
else could
possibly
gaingroup
or lose.
Since
these ruleswhat
satisfy
completeness
but do not
be interpersonal
rational mightcomparisons
not be for each
member
representor
satisfy familiar
constraints
on precise
require
of wellbeing,ofither
is not
clear whytocompleteness
in particular
should
credence
functions.
To in
take
point further,
imagine a band
director commanding
marching band
be picked
out as
smuggling
thethe
possibility
of interpersonal
comparisons.
Nor does thisapossibility
out tobyfill
football
field.other
This premises.
commandSo
is global
in to
ansee
especially
strong sense—namely,
seemtotospread
be implied
anya of
Harsanyi’s
it is hard
how Harsanyi’s
premises
and Bernoulli’s
Hypothesis
could satisfy
togetherit.imply
Summation.
no individual
could possibly
Similarly,
for fans3 of imprecise credences, the requirements of
We
will return
to this
issue soon.
For now,
us no
turn
to ouragent
other could
question
about satisfy.
Broome’s purrationality
could
in principle
include
rulesletthat
precise
possibly
ported derivation
disappearance
of Harsanyi’s
This paperofisSummation:
an extendedthe
investigation
of global
rules ofweights.
rationality. Some rules surveyed in this
Here
what
happens
to Harsanyi’s
weights
attempt
Summation.
Start
paperis are
rules
analogous
to the command
to in
liftBroome’s
a piano, and
some to
arederive
analogous
to the command
to
with spread
the conclusion
Harsanyi’s
theorem:
can be for
represented
as maximizout to fill aoffootball
field. In
section overall
1, I statebetterness
formal definitions
both of these
kinds of global
ing aconstraints,
weighted and
sum I of
utilities
representing
individual
betterness
relations,
as in equation
(3): creaddress
relevant
questions
about how
to interpret
the formalism
of imprecise
W(p)dences.
= k1 u1In
(p)the
+ remainder
… + kn unof
(p)the
. Broome’s
strategythree
proceeds
in two steps.
Theconstraints,
first is to normalize
paper, I describe
applications
of global
using my ideas
each to
person’s
utility function
sofans
thatof
theimprecise
weights credences.
are equal. Recall
an expected
utility
representasolve problems
faced by
Sectionthat
2 discusses
cases
in which
it seems like
tion is
unique
up
to
positive
affine
transformation.
And
observe
that,
for
each
individual
i,
the
function
imprecise agents are forced to make bad choices about whether to gather evidence. Section 3 discusses
positive
affine
transformation
We can rewrite
termsinofinducvi ( ⋅ )the
= problem
ki ui ( ⋅ ) isofabelief
ui ( ⋅ ). imprecise
inertia,
according
to whichofcertain
agents equation
are unable(3)toin
engage
3
an unweighted
sum:
Finally, section 4 answers the objection that many imprecise agents are doomed to violate
tive learning.
the rational principle of Reflection.4 These three applications are modular enough that readers interW(p)
= vto
… + vn (p)of it after reading section 1.
(11)
1 (p)
ested in one particular problem may
skip
my+discussion
A note of clarification: in discussing global requirements of rationality, I am playing a defensive
The game
secondonstep
is to move
from
(11) to Summation
viaIBernoulli’s
Hypothesis.
Bernoulli’s
Hypothesis
behalf
of fans
of imprecise
credences.
am not aiming
to prove
that imprecise
credences
implies
that
each
person’s
expectational
utility
function
represents
her
good
on
a
cardinal
scale.
So
“the
are sometimes rationally required, or even that they are rationally permissible. Rather, I am
aiming
total to
of demonstrate
people’s utilities
will
measure
the
total
of
people’s
good”
(Broome,
1991,
p.
218).
Since
the
sum
that fans of imprecise credences have more argumentative resources at their disposal
of these
represents
the resources
overall betterness
equation
(11) seems
to imply
thanutilities
previously
thought,
broughtrelation,
out by the
observation
that the
rules Summation.
of rationality could be
These
steps, however,
relycredence
on inconsistent
assumptions
interpersonal
globaltwo
in character.
Imprecise
models can
support a about
much broader
range comparisons.
of rational requireSuppose
first
that
interpersonal
comparisons
of
goodness
differences
are
not
meaningful.
the
ments than precise credence models, and fans of imprecise credences can benefit from Then
understanding
second
step
of
the
argument
is
not
valid.
Equation
(11)
entails
that
there
is
some
scale
of
goodness
this flexibility and taking better advantage of it.
for person 1, some scale of goodness for person 2, and so on, such that the overall betterness relation
can be
represented by the sum of the numbers on these scales. But if interpersonal comparisons are
1
The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early discussions of imprecise credence models, see Smith (1961),
not meaningful,
then we cannot infer from this representation that overall betterness is represented by
Levi (1974), and Williams (1976).
the sum of goodness for different people. Consider an analogy. There is some scale of height, some
updating
is partscale
of theof
definition
of anduration
imprecisesuch
probability
model
in the sense
Joyce (2010your
). For further
scale2 This
of mass,
andrulesome
temporal
that the
number
thatofrepresents
height
discussion,
see
the
literature
cited
in
footnote
26.
on that scale plus the number that represents your mass on that scale equals the number that represents
3

For an introduction to the problem of belief inertia, see §3.2 of Bradley and Steele (2014).
I think the later Broome (2004) would agree, since he distinguishes differences in goodness for a person from differences in
4
a prominent
statement
of to
this
objection,
see Whiteof(2009).
overallFor
good,
and recognizes
a need
justify
the possibility
interpersonal comparisons.
3
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advocates
credences by,
challenge
the as
your age on that scale. We cannot conclude from this that your
age is,of
orimprecise
is even represented
the
partialasbeliefs
areofbest
represented
by a single
sum of your height and your mass, since there is no such quantity
the sum
your
height andnot
your
move
to imprecise
credences
mass. Moving from equation (11) to Summation is like that. The
It takes
a sum
of numbers,
each of leaves
which many trad
tact,
as
fans
of
imprecise
credences
represents a magnitude of some distinct quantity on independent scales, to represent the sum ofoften
the simply r
functions in your representor. In order for your im
various quantities represented, which is not even well-defined.
representor
must satisfy and
the probability
axiom
Suppose next that interpersonal comparisons of goodnessyour
differences
are meaningful,
in parrepresentor
must
contain
just
those
functions
that
ticular that they are represented by the expectational utility functions u1 ( ⋅ ), …, un ( ⋅ ). Then the first
2
representor
the information
step of the argument is not valid. For if the weights in equation
(3) areondistinct—
i.e., if kiyou
≠ klearn.
j for
However,
with
imprecise
some i and j—then the transformations used to cancel out the weights
willfor
useagents
different
scale
factors. credences
form. Whether
areurational
), …,
So the interpersonal comparisons of goodness differences represented
by u1 ( ⋅you
changejust as eas
n ( ⋅ ) willmight
features
that
can’t
be
reduced
to
each
of
).
when those representations are normalized to yield an unweighted sum in terms of v1 ( ⋅ ), …, vn ( ⋅member
of your
like the
Consider another analogy. Suppose we have a collection of features
two apples
and representor
ten oranges,are
where
eachproperties
as Let
‘liftmthe
piano’.
What
it
takes
for
athe
group of peo
(a)
m
(o)
m
(c)
apple has the same mass and each orange has the same mass.
,
,
and
denote
g
g
g
for each
individual
memberrespectively:
of the group to lift it
mass in grams of a single apple, a single orange, and the collection
of apples
and oranges
be rational might not be for each member of her re
mg (c) = 2mg (a) + 10mgcredence
(o)
functions. To take the point further, imag
to spread out to fill a football field. This comman
Suppose we cancel out the “weights” by converting the scale no
of applemasscould
to halfgrams and
the scale
individual
possibly
satisfy
it. Similarly, fo
of orange-mass to decigrams:
rationality could in principle include rules that no
mg (c) = mg∕2 (a) + mg∕10 (o)
This paper is an extended investigation of glob
paper are rules analogous to the command to lift a
We obviously cannot infer from this that the mass of the collection
thetosum
the mass
of one
apple 1, I state
spreadisout
fill aoffootball
field.
In section
and the mass of one orange, because we are no longer representing
apple-mass
orangemass on
the
constraints,
and I and
address
relevant
questions
abou
same scale. Broome’s strategy is something like this, in moving
from
(3) toof(11).
It takes
a
dences.
In equation
the remainder
the paper,
I describe
thr
bunch of numbers, each of which represents a magnitude of some
quantity
(goodness
a person)
on creden
to solve
problems
faced byforfans
of imprecise
the same scale, and converts those numbers independently onto
values of
different
scales.toBut
the bad
newchoices ab
imprecise
agents
are forced
make
utility scales will not in general preserve the interpersonal comparisons
represented
the original
ones,
the problem
of belief by
inertia,
according
to which cer
3
so we cannot take the new unweighted representation to represent
same thing
as thesection
original
weightedthe objectio
Finally,
4 answers
tivethe
learning.
representation.
the rational principle of Reflection.4 These three a
As far as I can see, there is no way to get Summation fromested
Bernoulli’s
Hypothesis
and themay
concluin one particular
problem
skip to my disc
u1 ( ⋅ ), …, uinn (discussing
⋅ ) convey global re
sion of Harsanyi’s theorem alone. For if the expectational utility
functions
A note
of clarification:
interpersonal information, that information will not be preserved
individualgamebyon
behalf ofspecific
fans ofrescalings
imprecisethat
credences. I
deliver an unweighted representation. And if they don’t convey
such
information,
then
we
cannot
infer
are sometimes rationally required, or even that th
that the sum of utilities represents a sum of goodness acrosstopeople,
since the
not even credences
be
demonstrate
thatlatter
fans will
of imprecise
ha
meaningful.
than previously thought, resources brought out by t
global in character. Imprecise credence models can
ments than precise credence models, and fans of im
5 | IN D E P EN D E NC E O F IR R E LEVANT
ALTERNATIVES
this flexibility
and taking better advantage of it.

What does Bernoulli’s Hypothesis add to Harsanyi’s conclusion,
then, if it does not get us to
1
The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early
Summation? A natural thought would be that it implies
Levi (1974), and Williams (1976).

updatingk1rule
is part
the definition
an imprecise pro
, …,
kn of
Number-Weighted Summation There are positive real2 This
numbers
such
that, forof any
discussion,
see
the
literature
cited
in
footnote
26.
lotteries p and q: p is better than q just in case the weighted sum of the differences in
goodness for each person between p and q is positive:
3
For an introduction to the problem of belief inertia, see §3.2 o
[
]
[
]
4 − g (q) > 0
k1 g1 (p) − g1 (q) + … + kn gn (p)
For a nprominent statement of this objection, see
(12)White (2009)
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of imprecise
credences
the assumption behind these rules. They argue that your
Thereadvocates
are two reasons
to doubt
this. challenge
[
]
partial
beliefs
best summation—
represented not
a single
function,
but by a set
functions,
.1
First,
each
termare
in this
ki by
gi (p)
—is a difference
in of
goodness
forori. representor
So this
− gi (q)
The move
imprecise only
credences
leaves many
traditional
of are
rationality
surprisingly
doctrine,
too, istomeaningful
if differences
in goodness
for requirements
different people
comparable.
But, intact,
as
fans
of
imprecise
credences
often
simply
reinterpret
these
rules
as
applying
to
the
individual
again, we have not assumed that they are.
functions
in of
your
for your
credences
to be rational,
Second,
none
ourrepresentor.
assumptionsInsoorder
far imply
thatimprecise
the weight
of each person
is fixed,each
in themember
fol- of
your
representor
mustconclusion
satisfy theisprobability
In order
for you
to update rationally,
lowing
sense.
Harsanyi’s
that, givenaxioms.
an expected
utility
representation
of personyour
1’s later
representor
must
contain
just
those
functions
that
result
from
conditionalizing
each
member
of your
betterness relation, an expected utility representation for person 2’s betterness relation, and so on,
2
you
, …,information
kn such that
thererepresentor
are weightsonk1the
thelearn.
overall betterness relation can be represented as maximizHowever,
for agents
with imprecise
credences,
requirements
needn’t
take
ing the sum
of utilities
so weighted.
But suppose
we swapthesome
individual of
i’srationality
utility function
with
a this
form.
Whether
you are rational
mightorjust
as easily
depend on in
global
features
of your
representor,
positive
affine
transformation
that shrinks
expands
the differences
i’s utility
between
outcomes,
features
that can’t
reduced
to each
member ofThen
yourifrepresentor
having
certain
property.theGlobal
leaving
everyone
else’sbeutility
function
unchanged.
we used the
samea set
of weights,
features
of yourordering
representor
the properties
attributed
by collective
readings
predicates
original
betterness
mayare
faillike
to maximize
the sum
of utilities
so weighted.
To of
preserve
the such
as betterness
‘lift the piano’.
Whatwe’d
it takes
group the
of people
to lift a function
piano is not
the same the
as what
it takes
overall
ordering,
needfor
to achange
social welfare
by adjusting
weight
each individual
member
of because
the group
to lift
it. Similarly,
what
it takes
for an
imprecise
agent to
on i’sforutilities.
This seems
strange,
there
is supposed
to be
nothing
special
about
i’s origibe rational
might
notifbeinterpersonal
for each member
of her representor
to satisfy
constraints
on precise
nal utility
function,
and—
comparisons
of well-being
are notfamiliar
assumed—
no important
credence
functions.
To takefunctions
the pointoffurther,
imagine
a bandAsdirector
commanding
a marching
connections
between
the utility
different
individuals.
Weymark
(1991, p. 281)
puts it, band
to spread
outnew
to fill
a football
field. Thishave
command
is globalsociety
in an especially
sense—namely,
“Simply
because
utility
representations
been adopted,
behaves asstrong
if it has
changed
the way
it aggregates
individual
no individual
could
possiblyutilities.”
satisfy it. Similarly, for fans of imprecise credences, the requirements of
Both
problems
are addressed
byinclude
an extension
Harsanyi’s
theorem
to possibly
Mongin (1994).
rationality
could
in principle
rulesof
that
no precise
agent due
could
satisfy.Mongin
proves aThis
version
of Harsanyi’s
theorem
for what of
Senglobal
(1970)
callsofsocial
welfareSome
functionals.
A socialin this
paper
is an extended
investigation
rules
rationality.
rules surveyed
welfare
functional
an overall
ordering
to each
possible
profile
of utility
functions.
paper
are rulesassigns
analogous
to the betterness
command to
lift a piano,
and
some (are
analogous
to the
) command to
U = ufor
,
…,
u
(⋅)
(⋅)
A profile
is atolist
utility functions,
one for
. We of
areglobal
spreadUout
fill of
a football
field. In section
1, Ieach
stateindividual:
formal definitions
both
of
these
kinds
1
n
concerned
here only
profiles
of expectational
functions.
If we specify
each person’s
utility creconstraints,
and with
I address
relevant
questions utility
about how
to interpret
the formalism
of imprecise
function,
the In
social
welfare functional
will Ideliver
a ranking
of lotteries.of
If global
we feedconstraints,
it a different
profile
dences.
the remainder
of the paper,
describe
three applications
using
my ideas
of utility
functions,
it will
give
a (possibly
different)
ranking.
The social
welfare
functional
not like
to solve
problems
faced
byus
fans
of imprecise
credences.
Section
2 discusses
cases
in whichdoes
it seems
4
itself,imprecise
however,agents
changeare
from
profile
to profile.
forced
to make
bad choices about whether to gather evidence. Section 3 discusses
There
are two of
reasons
want according
a social welfare
functional
thanagents
a mereare
social
welfare
function
the problem
belief to
inertia,
to which
certain rather
imprecise
unable
to engage
in inducsuch tive
as Harsanyi’s.
first section
is that we
want a way
comparethat
alternatives
that doesagents
not depend
on howto
theviolate
Finally,
4 answers
thetoobjection
many imprecise
are doomed
learning.3The
individual
betterness
facts are
conclusion
doesare
notmodular
provide that,
as we
have
seen. interThese three
applications
enough
that
readers
the rational
principle
of represented.
Reflection.4Harsanyi’s
The
second
has toproblem
do withmay
non-skip
representational
changes
thereading
individual
betterness
facts.
ested
in onereason
particular
to my discussion
of it in
after
section
1.
This reason
is most
compelling ininthe
original preferencetheoretic framework
of Harsanyi.
People
can
A note
of clarification:
discussing
global requirements
of rationality,
I am playing
a defensive
change
theironpreferences,
and of
it would
be nice
to have Ia am
waynot
to compare
is invariant
game
behalf of fans
imprecise
credences.
aiming toalternatives
prove that that
imprecise
credences
with are
respect
to such rationally
changes. Harsanyi’s
theorem
doesthey
not are
provide
that, since
the weights
can change
sometimes
required, or
even that
rationally
permissible.
Rather,
I am aiming
whentonew
utility
functions
are
used.
This
consideration
is
harder
to
translate
when
we
are
concerned
demonstrate that fans of imprecise credences have more argumentative resources at
their disposal
with than
individual
betterness
relations,
since
we might
think
individualthat
betterness
to be necespreviously
thought,
resources
brought
out by
the the
observation
the rulesfacts
of rationality
could be
sary global
truths. in
But,
on someImprecise
theories of
prudential
value,can
what
is good
for a broader
person can
depend
on some
character.
credence
models
support
a much
range
of rational
requirecontingent
or
temporary
matters—
e.g.,
a
person’s
values,
projects,
or
relationships.
It
seems
desirable
ments than precise credence models, and fans of imprecise credences can benefit from understanding
to have
way of comparing
alternatives
that is compatible
with such views and is robust to changes
thisaflexibility
and taking
better advantage
of it.
in such matters. We might also want to consider multiple profiles given our uncertainty about the
individual
betterness facts.
1
The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early discussions of imprecise credence models, see Smith (1961),
Harsanyi
stated his theorem in a single-profile framework. So the weights in his conclusion deLevi (1974), and Williams (1976).
pend on the particular utility functions we use to represent each person’s betterness ordering, and on
This updating
rule
is part ofto
thebe.
definition
of an imprecise
probability
model
sense profile
of Joyce (setting
2010). For
what2that
ordering
happens
To extend
Harsanyi’s
theorem
to in
thethemultiof further
social
discussion,
see
the
literature
cited
in
footnote
26.
welfare functionals, Mongin adds an independence of irrelevant alternatives condition. To introduce
3

For an introduction to the problem of belief inertia, see §3.2 of Bradley and Steele (2014).
For helpful overviews of the social welfare functional literature, see Adler (2019), Bossert and Weymark (2004),
4
For a prominent
statement
of this
objection,
see White (2009).
d’Aspremont
and Gevers
(2002), and
Weymark
(2016).
4
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(
)
(
)
credences challenge the as
this condition, take any two profiles U = u1 (⋅) , …, un (⋅)advocates
and V = ofvimprecise
1 (⋅) , …, vn (⋅) . Say that U
partial
are assigns
best represented
by a single
and V coincide on two alternatives just in case each person’s
utilitybeliefs
function
the same not
value
The
move
to
imprecise
credences
leaves
to those alternatives in both profiles. That is, U and V coincide on p and q just in case, for every in- many trad
tact,
as fans ofrelations
imprecise
credences
dividual i: ui (p) = vi (p) and ui (q) = vi (q). Say that the overall
betterness
assigned
to Uoften
and simply r
functionsthe
in your
In porder
≻ U qfor your im
V agree on two alternatives just in case they rank those alternatives
same representor.
way—that is,
V
U
V
representor
must
the welfare
probability axiom
iff p ≻ q, where ≻ and ≻ denote the overall betternessyour
relations
assigned
by satisfy
the social
representor
must
contain
just
those
functions that
functional to U and V respectively. According to
representor on the information you learn.2
However,
with imprecise
Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives If two profiles coincide
on for
twoagents
alternatives,
then the credences
Whether
are rational
might
overall betterness relations assigned to those two form.
profiles
mustyou
agree
on those
twojust as eas
features
that
can’t
be
reduced
to
each
member of
alternatives.
features of your representor are like the properties
as ‘lift the
it takes
for a group of peo
This means that changes to people’s utility functions that preserve
thepiano’.
values What
assigned
to particular
forthe
each
individual
the group to lift it
alternatives cannot change—because they are irrelevant to—
social
rankingmember
of thoseofparticular
be rational
might not
be for eachprohibits
member of her re
alternatives. In the context of Harsanyi’s theorem, Independence
of Irrelevant
Alternatives
credence
functions.
To take theFor
point
further, imag
the weights from depending on the particular profile of utility
functions
to be evaluated.
if the
to spreadon
outwhich
to filltwo
a football
This comman
weights differed by profile, then one could find a pair of alternatives
profilesfield.
coincide,
with the weighted sums of those pairs differing between the
profiles.could
So the
overallsatisfy
betterness
notwo
individual
possibly
it. Similarly, fo
relations assigned to those two profiles would disagree on those
alternatives,
Harsanyi’s
other
rationality
could insince
principle
include
rules that no
conditions require overall betterness to be representable as maximizing
the isweighted
sum of
utilities. of glob
This paper
an extended
investigation
Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives rules out this possibility.
paper are rules analogous to the command to lift a
Let us, for now, treat Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives
as ifout
it were
of Harsanyi’s
spread
to fillone
a football
field. Inofficial
section 1, I state
premises. He seems to accept it in Harsanyi (1979, sec. 6). We
will revisit
additionrelevant
in section
9.
constraints,
andthis
I address
questions
abou
Until then, by “Harsanyi’s premises” I mean his original premises
plus
Hypothesis
dences. In
theBernoulli’s
remainder of
the paper, and
I describe thr
Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives.
to solve problems faced by fans of imprecise creden
When added to Harsanyi’s other conditions, Independence
of Irrelevant
Alternatives
imprecise
agents are forced
to makeallows
bad choices ab
Mongin to derive a social welfare functional with the following
There
areinertia,
positive
real numthe property.
problem of
belief
according
to which cer
3
bers k1 , …, kn such that, for any profile U, and any lotteries tive
p and
q:
Finally, section 4 answers the objectio
learning.
the
of Reflection.4 These three a
[
]
[ rational principle
]
U
(13) to my disc
p ≻ q ⇔ k1 u1 (p) − u1 (q) + … + kn ested
un (p)in−one
> 0 problem may skip
un (q)
particular
A note of clarification: in discussing global re
The weights, importantly, do not vary from profile to profile. game on behalf of fans of imprecise credences. I
If we assume Bernoulli’s Hypothesis, then the ui-difference
each person
represents
the differare for
sometimes
rationally
required,
or even that th
ence in goodness for each person. And the weights on these differences
do
not
depend
on
the
particular
to demonstrate that fans of imprecise
credences ha
utility functions we use. This seems to entail Number-Weighted
This is puzzling,
thanSummation.
previously thought,
resourcesthough.
brought out by t
Number-Weighted Summation requires interpersonal comparisons
in goodness.
And wemodels can
globalof
indifferences
character. Imprecise
credence
have not assumed such comparisons to be possible.
ments than precise credence models, and fans of im
Mongin and d’Aspremont (1998) suggest that the possibility
of interpersonal
comparisons
is a of it.
this flexibility
and taking
better advantage
surprising conclusion of the theorem, not (as Broome claimed) an assumption of it. To explain why
they think this, we need to undertand how interpersonal comparability
is typically understood in the
1
The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early
framework of social welfare functionals.
Levi (1974), and Williams (1976).
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This updating rule is part of the definition of an imprecise pro
discussion, see the literature cited in footnote 26.
3

For an introduction to the problem of belief inertia, see §3.2 o

What does it mean for interpersonal comparisons of differences in goodness to be meaningful? An im4
For a prominent statement
objection, see
portant tradition in the theory of measurement understands meaningfulness
in termsofofthis
invariance.
AsWhite (2009)
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advocates
imprecise
challenge
the numerical
assumptionscales
behind
these rules. ifThey
Roberts
(1984, of
p. 71)
puts it,credences
“A statement
involving
is meaningful
and argue
only ifthat
its your
beliefs
are best
represented
notall
by admissible
a single function,
but by a set
of the
functions,
or representor.1
truthpartial
(or falsity)
remains
unchanged
under
transformations
of all
scales involved.”
The move
to imprecise
credences
leaves
requirements
rationality
Suppose,
for example,
that the
temperatures
of many
a and btraditional
are such that
the Celsiusofscale
assignssurprisingly
a number intact,
as
fans
of
imprecise
credences
often
simply
reinterpret
these
rules
as
applying
to
theofindividual
to a that is twice the number assigned to b: TC (a) = 2TC (b). Can we infer that the temperature
a is
in yourofrepresentor.
In order
your imprecise
credences
to be
rational,
eachvalues
member of
twicefunctions
the temperature
b: T(a) = 2T(b)?
No,forbecause
the Farenheit
scale will
assign
different
yourb representor
must satisfy
thetrue
probability
axioms.
In order
you to update rationally, your later
TF (a)
≠ 2Tfor
to a and
so that the statement
is not
on that scale:
F (b). Since the Farenheit scale is
representor
must
contain
just
those
functions
that
result
from
conditionalizing
each member
of your
an admissible transformation of the Celsius scale, we are supposed to conclude that statements
about
2
representor
onare
thenot
information
you
learn.
temperature
ratios
meaningful.
Statements
about ratios of temperature differences are, though,
for agents
with imprecise
credences,
requirements
of admissible
rationality transformaneedn’t take this
because However,
the numerical
representations
of such
ratios arethe
invariant
under all
you are
rational
justcardinal
as easilyscales.
depend on global features of your representor,
tions.form.
This Whether
is what makes
Celsius
and might
Farenheit
features
can’t be as
reduced
to each
member of yourisrepresentor
having
a certain
property.
The
idea ofthat
invariance
a criterion
for meaningfulness
typically made
precise,
in social
choiceGlobal
features
of your representor
are like theofproperties
by collective
readings
theory,
by conditions
that require invariance
the socialattributed
welfare functional
to certain
kindsofofpredicates
transfor- such
as ‘lift
the piano’.
What
it takeswe
forhave
a group
of people
lift afunctions
piano is U
not=the
as what
(u1same
( ⋅ ), …,
un ( ⋅ it
)) takes
mations
on utility
profiles.
Suppose
two profiles
of to
utility
of the
groupif to
takes way,
for anthen
imprecise
agent to
(v1 ( ⋅individual
), …, vn ( ⋅member
)). The idea
and Vfor= each
is that,
U lift
andit.V Similarly,
are relatedwhat
in a itcertain
they conbe rational
might not information
be for each member
her representor
to satisfy
familiar
constraints
precise
tain the
same meaningful
about theofgood
of individuals,
in much
the same
way thatonthe
credence
functions.
To represent
take the point
further,
a band director
a marching
Farenheit
and Celsius
scales
the same
factsimagine
about temperature.
If U commanding
and V are so related,
then band
to spread out
to fillthem
a football
field.
This command
is global
in an especially
strong
sense—namely,
any differences
between
are mere
artefacts
of the utility
representation,
much like
ratios
between
numbers
assigned by
the possibly
Celsius scale.
The
welfare
functional
should credences,
therefore assign
the same of
no individual
could
satisfy
it. social
Similarly,
for fans
of imprecise
the requirements
overall
betterness
relation
to U andinclude
V.
rationality
could
in principle
rules that no precise agent could possibly satisfy.
For example,
suppose
that eachinvestigation
person’s good
is onlyrules
ordinally
measurable
andrules
that we
cannotin this
This paper
is an extended
of global
of rationality.
Some
surveyed
makepaper
interpersonal
comparisons
of any
kind. Iftoi-lift
goodness
only
ordinally
measurable,
only
are rules analogous
to the
command
a piano,isand
some
are analogous
to thethe
command
to
significant
of uai (football
orderIninsection
which1it, Iranks
This feature
preserved
by any
⋅ ) is thefield.
spreadfeature
out to fill
state alternatives.
formal definitions
for bothisof
these kinds
of global
orderpreserving and
transformation
of ui ( ⋅ ).questions
And if weabout
cannot
compare
the good
different individuals,
constraints,
I address relevant
how
to interpret
the of
formalism
of imprecise crethen dences.
admissible
transformations
of different
people’sthree
utility
functions need
not preserve
anyusing
comparIn the
remainder of the
paper, I describe
applications
of global
constraints,
my ideas
isonstobetween
individuals,
such
are not supposed
be meaningful.
we should
solve problems
facedsince
by fans
ofcomparisons
imprecise credences.
Section 2to
discusses
cases in So
which
it seems like
be able
to applyagents
different
for choices
differentabout
people
without
the overall
betterness
imprecise
are transformations
forced to make bad
whether
tochanging
gather evidence.
Section
3 discusses
ordering.
the problem of belief inertia, according to which certain imprecise agents are unable to engage in inducU =
(u1 ( ⋅ ),that
…, many
un ( ⋅ ))imprecise
Totive
make
this 3precise,
profile the
. And consider
a list
of orderFinally,consider
section 4 aanswers
objection
agents are
doomed
to violate
learning.
4
𝜙 =
(𝜙1 ( ⋅ ), …,
𝜙n ( ⋅three
)). Each
preserving
transformations
functionenough
and returns
another inter𝜙i takes a utility
These
applications
are modular
that readers
the rational
principle of
Reflection.
(𝜙1 (u1 (section
⋅ )), …,1.𝜙n (un ( ⋅ )).
utilityested
function
that
preservesproblem
the ordering
of alternatives
for i. Let
in one
particular
may skip
to my discussion
of𝜙(U)
it after=reading
If utilityAisnote
onlyofordinally
measurable
and notglobal
interpersonally
comparable,
then U
andplaying
ϕ(U) are
inclarification:
in discussing
requirements
of rationality,
I am
a defensive
formationally
If the
welfare
functional
must
relation
to
game on equivalent.
behalf of fans
of social
imprecise
credences.
I am
notassign
aimingthetosame
provebetterness
that imprecise
credences
informationally
equivalent
profiles,
then
we
have
are sometimes rationally required, or even that they are rationally permissible. Rather, I am aiming
to demonstrate that fans of imprecise credences have more argumentative resources at their disposal
Intrapersonal
Ordinal
Invariance
Forout
any
U and that
V, the
if there
is rationality
some list could
of be
than previously
thought,
resources brought
by profiles
the observation
rules of
𝜙 = (𝜙1models
, …, 𝜙ncan
) such
orderpreserving
transformations
that aVmuch
= ϕ(U),
thenrange
≻ U and
≻ V must
global
in character.
Imprecise credence
support
broader
of rational
requireagree
all precise
alternatives.
mentsonthan
credence models, and fans of imprecise credences can benefit from understanding
this flexibility and taking better advantage of it.
This means that, if two profiles are such that each person’s utility function in one profile is some
(possibly
distinct for each person) order-preserving transformation of her utility function in the other
1
The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early discussions of imprecise credence models, see Smith (1961),
profile,
then
those two profiles must be assigned the same overall betterness relation.
Levi (1974), and Williams (1976).
Intrapersonal Ordinal Invariance is extremely restrictive. It yields the informational framework
2
This updating
is part
of the definition
of an imprecise
probability
model in rather
the sensethan
of Joyce
(2010
). For further
of Arrow
(1950),rule
who
worked
with profiles
of preference
orderings
utility
functions.
In
discussion,
see
the
literature
cited
in
footnote
26.
the terminology of social welfare functionals and individual betterness relations, Arrow’s theorem
can be
3 stated as follows. Consider a social welfare functional that assigns an overall betterness orderFor an introduction to the problem of belief inertia, see §3.2 of Bradley and Steele (2014).
ing to every possible profile of utility functions. Suppose that this social welfare functional satisfies
4
For a prominent
statement
of this objection,
see White
Intrapersonal
Ordinal
Invariance,
Independence
of(2009).
Irrelevant Alternatives, and
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advocates
imprecise
the as
Weak Pareto If one alternative is better for each person
than of
another,
thencredences
the firstchallenge
must
partial beliefs are best represented not by a single
be better than the second.
The move to imprecise credences leaves many trad
tact, asmust
fans be
of imprecise
Then, according to Arrow’s theorem, the social welfare functional
dictatorial:credences
there mustoften
be simply r
functions
your overall.
representor. In order for your im
some individual such that, whenever an alternative is better for
her, it isinbetter
yourmeasurable,
representorbut
must
the probability axiom
Suppose instead that goodness for each person is cardinally
stillsatisfy
not interpersonrepresentor
must
contain
just
those
functions that
ally comparable. A cardinal scale is unique up to positive affine transformation. Consider again
profile
2
U = (u1 ( ⋅ ), …, un ( ⋅ )). And consider a list of functions 𝜙representor
= (𝜙1 ( ⋅ ), on
…,the
𝜙ninformation
( ⋅ )), where you
this learn.
time
However,
for𝛼agents
with𝛽imprecise
each 𝜙i is a positive affine transformation: for each i, there is some
positive
i—each of credences
i and some
youperson’s
are rational
which may be different for each person—such that 𝜙i (ui ) =form.
goodmight
is onlyjust as eas
𝛼 i ui +Whether
𝛽 i. If each
features
that
can’t
be
reduced
to
each
member of
cardinally measurable and not interpersonally comparable, then U and ϕ(U) would seem contain
features of your representor are like the properties
the same meaningful information. This yields
as ‘lift the piano’. What it takes for a group of peo
for each
individual
member
of thelist
group
Intrapersonal Cardinal Invariance
For any profiles
U and
V, if there
is some
of to lift it
be
rational
might
not
be
for
each
member
positive affine transformations 𝜙 = (𝛼 1 u1 + 𝛽 1 , …, 𝛼 n un + 𝛽 n ) such that V = ϕ(U), then ≻ U of her re
credence functions. To take the point further, imag
and ≻ V must agree on all alternatives.
to spread out to fill a football field. This comman
Can we avoid Arrow’s impossibility by weakening the invariance
requirement
from Intrapersonal
no individual
could possibly
satisfy it. Similarly, fo
Ordinal Invariance to Intrapersonal Cardinal Invariance? rationality
Sen (1970)could
showed
that the include
answer rules
is that no
in principle
no: Intrapersonal Cardinal Invariance and Independence of Irrelevant
Alternatives
together
imply of glob
This paper
is an extended
investigation
Intrapersonal Ordinal Invariance, so the addition of cardinal information
makes
no difference
avoid- to lift a
paper are rules
analogous
to the in
command
ing dictatorship.
spread out to fill a football field. In section 1, I state
We are now in a position to understand Mongin and d’Aspremont’s
suggestion
which
we
constraints, and
I addresswith
relevant
questions
abou
ended section 5. A weighted utilitarian social welfare functional
Intrapersonal
Cardinal
dences. Inviolates
the remainder
of the paper,
I describe thr
Invariance. This can be seen by picking a set of weights and then
blowing
up one
person’s
utility
func- creden
to solve
problems
faced
by fans
of imprecise
tion, leaving others’ unchanged, so that maximizing the weighted
sum
leads
to
a
different
ordering.
imprecise agents are forced to make bad choices ab
But if interpersonal comparisons of goodness differences were
not meaningful,
then Intrapersonal
the problem
of belief inertia,
according to which cer
3
Cardinal Invariance would have to be true. So Harsanyi’s tive
premises,
when
translated
to4the
multi-the objectio
Finally,
section
answers
learning.
5
profile setting, together seem to imply that such comparisonsthe
must
be possible.
rational
principle of Reflection.4 These three a
I now want to argue, though, that this impression is misleading:
ested inIntrapersonal
one particularCardinal
problemInvariance
may skip to my disc
does not follow from the view that well-being is cardinallyAmeasurable
but not interpersonally
note of clarification:
in discussing global re
comparable.
game on behalf of fans of imprecise credences. I
are sometimes rationally required, or even that th
to demonstrate that fans of imprecise credences ha
7 | LU C E’ S P R INC IP L E
than previously thought, resources brought out by t
global in character. Imprecise credence models can
We have seen that, when translated to the multi-profile settingments
of social
Harsanyi’s
thanwelfare
precisefunctionals,
credence models,
and fans of im
conditions violate Intrapersonal Cardinal Invariance. My question
is
whether
Harsanyi’s
conditions
this flexibility and taking better
advantage of it.

1
The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early
Levi
(1974), and Williams (1976).
5
Here is another way to see the point. Suppose we deny the possibility of interpersonal comparisons and therefore try to add
2
Intrapersonal Cardinal Invariance to Harsanyi’s other conditions. These include
ThisIndependence
updating rule of
is Irrelevant
part of theAlternatives
definition ofand
an imprecise pro
Strong Pareto, which entails Weak Pareto. A simple extension of Arrow’s theorem
shows
the only social
welfare
discussion,
see that
the literature
cited in
footnote 26.
functional compatible with Intrapersonal Cardinal Invariance, Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives, and Strong Pareto is a
3
serial dictatorship (Gevers 1979; Luce and Raiffa 1957). But a serial dictatorship
incompatibletowith
expectedof
utility
theory
For anisintroduction
the problem
belief
inertia, see §3.2 o
for the overall betterness relation (specifically, with the continuity axiom). Since we cannot add Intrapersonal Cardinal
4
a prominent
statement
of thiscomparability.
objection, see White (2009)
Invariance to Harsanyi’s other conditions, this seems to show that Harsanyi’sFor
conditions
entail
interpersonal
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of imprecise
credences
challenge
assumption
behind thesecomparisons
rules. They argue
that your
mustadvocates
therefore imply,
as Mongin
and others
havethe
assumed,
that interpersonal
of differ1
beliefsare
arepossible.
best represented
not they
by a single
encespartial
in goodness
I argue that
don’t. function, but by a set of functions, or representor.
Themay
moveseem
to imprecise
credences
leaves
many
traditional
requirements
of rationality
surprisingly inThis
downright
confused.
If each
person’s
utility
function represents
her betterness
tact,
as
fans
of
imprecise
credences
often
simply
reinterpret
these
rules
as
applying
to
the individual
relation on a cardinal scale, then any positive affine transformation of that scale should represent
her
functions
in your
representor.
order for your
imprecise
credencespeople
to be cannot
rational,
member of
betterness
relation
just as
well; and ifIndifferences
in goodness
for different
be each
compared,
representor
the we
probability
In different
order foradmissible
you to update
rationally, your
then your
it should
hardly must
mattersatisfy
whether
apply theaxioms.
same or
transformations
to later
representor
must
contain
just
those
functions
that
result
from
conditionalizing
each
member
of your
different people’s utility functions. To insist otherwise would be like insisting that, upon switching
2
on the information
you learn.
fromrepresentor
grams to kilograms
when measuring
mass, one must also switch from meters to kilometers when
However,
forAnd
agents
imprecise
credences,
the Intrapersonal
requirementsCardinal
of rationality
needn’t
take this
measuring
distance.
that with
would
be absurd.
This is why
Invariance
seems
form.from
Whether
you areofrational
might just
as easily depend
on global
of your
representor,
to follow
the absence
interpersonal
comparisons,
and therefore
why features
Harsanyi’s
violation
of
features
that
can’t
be
reduced
to
each
member
of
your
representor
having
a
certain
property.
Intrapersonal Cardinal Invariance seems to imply that interpersonal comparisons must be meaningful.Global
features
of youritrepresentor
properties
attributed byofcollective
readings
of predicates
More
generally,
seems thatare
if like
our the
numerical
representation
some relation
is unique
up to such
as kinds
‘lift the
What it takes
a group
people
to liftnumerical
a piano isrepresentation
not the samewithin
as what
it takes
certain
of piano’.
transformations,
then for
it should
notofmatter
which
that
forofeach
individual member
theisgroup
to lift
Similarly, what
it takes
an imprecise
agent to
family
transformations
we use.of
This
because
all it.
representations
within
that for
family
preserve the
rational might
not beabout
for each
to satisfy familiar
on precise
samebe
meaningful
statements
thatmember
relation.ofIfher
we representor
explain the meaningfulness
of constraints
various comparTo takeclass
the point
further, imagine
a band
marching
isonscredence
in terms functions.
of the admissible
of transformations
in this
way,director
it seemscommanding
to follow thata the
social band
to spread
out must
to fillbea invariant
football field.
command
is of
global
in an especially
strong the
sense—namely,
welfare
functional
to thatThis
admissible
class
transformations.
Otherwise,
overall
betterness
relation could
delivered
by thesatisfy
socialit.welfare
functional
seem tocredences,
objectionably
on of
no individual
possibly
Similarly,
for fanswould
of imprecise
the depend
requirements
an arbitrary
(andcould
indeed
artefact
of how
individuals’
betterness
represented.
rationality
inmeaningless)
principle include
rules
that no
precise agent
could relations
possibly are
satisfy.
So, if Harsanyi’s
entail that
the socialofwelfare
is not invariant
to independent
This paperpremises
is an extended
investigation
global functional
rules of rationality.
Some rules
surveyed in this
affinepaper
transformations
of different
people’s
utility
functions,
be becausetothey
are rules analogous
to the
command
to lift
a piano,then
and this
somemust
are analogous
the require
command to
interpersonal
comparisons
to befield.
meaningful.
spread out
to fill a football
In section 1, I state formal definitions for both of these kinds of global
This
reasoningand
implicitly
appeals
a more
generalabout
principle
to Luce (1959,
p. 85). According
to creconstraints,
I address
relevant
questions
how due
to interpret
the formalism
of imprecise
dences. In the remainder of the paper, I describe three applications of global constraints, using my ideas
Luce’s
Principle
transformations
of one
or more
of the independent
variables
to solve
problems faced“Admissible
by fans of imprecise
credences.
Section
2 discusses
cases in which
it seems like
shall
lead
…
only
to
admissible
transformations
of
the
dependent
variables.”
imprecise agents are forced to make bad choices about whether to gather evidence. Section 3 discusses
the problem of belief inertia, according to which certain imprecise agents are unable to engage in induc3
To see
what
this means,
consider
that reports
the value
ofmany
someimprecise
dependentagents
variable
in termstoofviolate
Finally,
sectiona 4law
answers
the objection
that
areydoomed
tive
learning.
4
x1 , …,
xn:
independent
variables
These three applications are modular enough that readers interthe rational
principle
of Reflection.
ested in one particular problem may skip to my discussion of it after reading section 1.
y =global
f (x1 , …,
xn )
A note of clarification: in discussing
requirements
of rationality, I am playing a (14)
defensive
game on behalf of fans of imprecise credences. I am not aiming to prove that imprecise credences
For example,
y mightrationally
be the value
of a social
welfare
represents
overall betterness,
are sometimes
required,
or even
thatfunction
they arethat
rationally
permissible.
Rather, and
I amthe
aiming
x’s might
be
the
values
of
individual
utility
functions
that
represent
goodness
for
each
person.
Now
to demonstrate that fans of imprecise credences have more argumentative resources at theirsupdisposal
pose,than
for each
i, that 𝜙thought,
transformation
of xthe
in our case, athat
positive
affineoftransformation.
previously
resources
brought out by
the rules
rationality could be
i is an admissible
i—observation
Then,global
according
to Luce’sImprecise
Principle,credence
there must
be some
transformation
ψ of the
dependent
in character.
models
canadmissible
support a much
broader range
of rational
requirevariable
such
that
ments than precise credence models, and fans of imprecise credences can benefit from understanding
this flexibility and taking better advantage of it.
𝜓(y) = f (𝜙1 (x1 ), …, 𝜙n (xn ))
(15)
1

The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early discussions of imprecise credence models, see Smith (1961),

AndLevi
so, by
equation (14):
(1974), and Williams (1976).

(x1 , …,
xnimprecise
)) = f (𝜙probability
)) the sense of Joyce (2010). For further
(16)
This updating rule is part of the 𝜓(f
definition
of an
model
1 (x1 ), …, 𝜙
n (xnin
discussion, see the literature cited in footnote 26.

2

When
3 the independent variables are values of utility functions that represent interpersonally noncomFor an introduction to the problem of belief inertia, see §3.2 of Bradley and Steele (2014).
parable differences in goodness, and the dependent variable is the value of a social welfare function that
4

For a prominent statement of this objection, see White (2009).
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advocates
of Invariance,
imprecise credences
challenge the as
represents the overall betterness relation, this implies Intrapersonal
Cardinal
since an admissipartial
are best represented not by a single
ble transformation of the social welfare function must at least be
order-beliefs
preserving.
Theform—
move to
credences
Luce’s Principle, however, is false, at least in this unqualified
asimprecise
Luce (1962)
came to leaves
agree. many trad
tact,
as
fans
of
imprecise
credences
often simply r
Consider some radioactive material whose mass decays exponentially with time (Rozeboom, 1962).
in your
Suppose that the material weighs 10 kg at some initial time,functions
and that its
mass representor.
in kilogramsInmorder
at anyfor your im
time t minutes later is the value of the following function: your representor must satisfy the probability axiom
representor must contain just those functions that
− t∕2 representor on the information you learn.
(17) 2
m(t) = 10e
However, for agents with imprecise credences
form. Luce’s
Whether
you areimplies
rational
Since mass and temporal duration are both ratio-scale measurable,
principle
thatmight
a sim-just as eas
features
that
can’t
be
reduced
to
each
member of
ilarity transformation applied to the measure of time should yield some similarity transformation in the
features
ofβyour
likeofthe
measure of mass. That is, for any positive α, there must be some
positive
suchrepresentor
that, for anyare
value
t: properties
as ‘lift the piano’. What it takes for a group of peo
(18) to lift it
𝛽m(t) = 10e − 𝛼t∕2 for each individual member of the group
be rational might not be for each member of her re
credence functions. To take the point further, imag
And so, by equation (17):
to spread out to fill a football field. This comman
(19)
Similarly, fo
𝛽10e − t∕2 = 10e − 𝛼t∕2no individual could possibly satisfy it.
rationality could in principle include rules that no
or more simply:
This paper is an extended investigation of glob
(20)
𝛽 = e(1 − 𝛼)t∕2 paper are rules analogous to the command
to lift a
spread out to fill a football field. In section 1, I state
But the only α for which there is such a fixed β is α=1—i.e.,
the identity
transformation.
In all questions
other
constraints,
and
I address relevant
abou
cases, the value of e(1 − 𝛼)t∕2 varies with the time variable t. So, dences.
if we fixIn
a transformation
α≠1—
say, 1/60,
the remainder of
the paper,
I describe thr
as when converting from minutes to seconds—there will be no
transformation
fromofmassin- creden
to similarity
solve problems
faced by fans
imprecise
kilograms to mass-in-some-other-unit that will preserve the ratios
of
mass
numbers
assigned
for
all
values
imprecise agents are forced to make bad choices ab
of t.
the problem of belief inertia, according to which cer
The problem posed by this sort of example is that Luce’s
not section
hold for4 answers
laws thatthe objectio
Finally,
tivePrinciple
learning.3need
contain dimensional constants. The law represented by equation
(17) contains
twoofdimensional
These three a
the rational
principle
Reflection.4constants: the initial mass of the material and the rate of decay. ested
The latter
is
responsible
for
the
violation
in one particular problem may skip to my disc
of Luce’s Principle. Their role and dimensionality is clearer if weAexpress
law as a relation
between global re
note ofthe
clarification:
in discussing
the underlying dimensioned quantities rather than numbers game
on a scale
representing
quantities.
on behalf
of fans those
of imprecise
credences. I
Using boldface letters to represent dimensioned variables: are sometimes rationally required, or even that th
to demonstrate that fans of imprecise credences ha
(21) out by t
m(t) = (10 kg)e − t∕(2 minutes)
than previously thought, resources brought
global in character. Imprecise credence models can
where t is an amount of time and m(t) is the mass of the material
that than
amount
of time
later than
the initial
ments
precise
credence
models,
and fans of im
time. Now suppose we want to represent equation (21) with numbers
rather
than
dimensioned
quantities.
this flexibility and taking better advantage of it.
Our choice of scale for mass does not constrain our choice of scale for time, since these quantities are of
independent dimensions. But, when selecting a numerical representation
of (21), our choice of scale for a
1
The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early
dimensioned variable does constrain our choice of scale for any
constant
of that dimension. Our original
Levi (1974), and Williams (1976).
representation (17) obeys this constraint when we interpret the variable t as numbers of minutes and m
2
This updating
is part
the definition by
of an
as numbers of kilograms, since the dimensional constants 2 minutes
and rule
10 kg
areofrepresented
theimprecise pro
discussion,
see
the
literature
cited
in
footnote
26.
numbers 2 and 10 respectively. When we change the representation by applying an admissible transformation to the independent variable—i.e., multiplying t by α—3we
must apply the same transformation to
For an introduction to the problem of belief inertia, see §3.2 o
the constant 2, since 2 is supposed to represent a quantity of the same dimension as t. And, similarly, we
4

For a prominent statement of this objection, see White (2009)
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advocates
of resulting
imprecise
credences challenge
the assumption
these rules.
argue that
should
expect the
transformation
of the dependent
variablebehind
to be applied
also toThey
the constant
of your
partial
beliefs are
bestwhat
represented
not
by a is
single
but byα,a there
set ofisfunctions,
or representor
.1
the same
dimension.
Thus,
we should
expect
that, function,
for any positive
some positive
β such
move
to imprecise
credences
leaves many traditional requirements of rationality surprisingly inthat, The
for any
number
of minutes
t:
tact, as fans of imprecise credences often simply reinterpret these rules as applying to the individual
− 𝛼t∕(2𝛼)
functions in your representor. In order
credences to be rational, each member
(22) of
𝛽m(t)for= your
𝛽10e imprecise
your representor must satisfy the probability axioms. In order for you to update rationally, your later
must to
contain
just(17).
those
functions
from
each to
member
of your
Andrepresentor
this is equivalent
equation
When
we takethat
careresult
to apply
theconditionalizing
same transformations
the num2
representor on
the information
youaslearn.
bers representing
dimensional
constants
we apply to the numerical variables representing quantities of
However, then
for agents
with imprecise
credences,
thesatisfied.
requirements
rationality
needn’t
take this
those dimensions,
the resulting
requirement
is trivially
This isofconsistent
with
Roberts’s
form.
you are which
rational
might invariance
just as easily
depend
on globaltransformations
features of your
criterion
forWhether
meaningfulness,
requires
“under
all admissible
of representor,
all the
that(emphasis
can’t be added),
reducedincluding
to each member
your representor
having a certain property. Global
scalesfeatures
involved”
scales forofdimensional
constants.
features
of your
representor
are like
by collective
readings
of predicates
Luce
(1959,
p. 93)’s
interpretation
of the
thisproperties
situation isattributed
that dimensional
constants
“cancel
out” any such
as ‘lift
the piano’.
What(1962,
it takesp.for
a group
of people
lift a piano
is not thebut
same
as what
it takes
change
in scales.
Rozeboom
545)
suggests
that thisto“amounts
to nothing
a more
or less
for each
individual
of the group
to lift of
it. that
Similarly,
what
takesworking
for an imprecise
agent to
arbitrary
selection
of onemember
of the admissible
scalings
variable,
anditthen
up an ‘absorational might
for each
member
of her
satisfy
familiar constraints
precise
lute’ be
interpretation
for not
thatbescale.”
This
may give
therepresentor
impressiontothat
the underlying
quantitiesonare
credence
functions. To
the point
further,
imagine
a band
director commanding
marching
themselves
representable
on take
an absolute
scale.
But this
would
be misleading.
It is true thatadividing
a band
to spread
out
to the
fill constant
a football2 field.
This
command
global
andepend
especially
strong
minutes
yields
a valueisthat
doesinnot
on the
scalesense—namely,
on which
duration
of time
t by
time no
is measured.
thepossibly
ratio t/(2satisfy
minutes)
is not a time;
it is aofdimensionless
number. the
Therequirements
exponent of
individualBut
could
it. Similarly,
for fans
imprecise credences,
of a decay
law iscould
indeed
on an absolute
because
exponents
are numbers
and cannot
rationality
in measurable
principle include
rules thatscale,
no precise
agent
could possibly
satisfy.
have dimension.
But,
that very investigation
reason, the exponent
a decay
law is not the
value
of asurveyed
scale forin this
This paper
is for
an extended
of globalofrules
of rationality.
Some
rules
time paper
or other
quantity.
ratioa of
m(t)and
to 10
kg does
not depend
unit
aredimensioned
rules analogous
to theSimilarly,
commandthe
to lift
piano,
some
are analogous
to on
thethe
command
to
of measurement,
only admissible
transformation
of this ratio
is the identity
spread out toand
fill the
a football
field. In section
1, I state formal
definitions
for bothtransformation,
of these kinds ofsoglobal
we have
an absolute
of something.
it’s notabout
an absolute
of mass.
an absolute
scale of creconstraints,
andscale
I address
relevant But
questions
how toscale
interpret
the It’s
formalism
of imprecise
the ratio
of some
to 10 kg;
thatpaper,
ratio is
not itselfthree
a mass,
but a dimensionless
number. using my ideas
dences.
In themass
remainder
of the
I describe
applications
of global constraints,
to solve problems faced by fans of imprecise credences. Section 2 discusses cases in which it seems like
imprecise agents are forced to make bad choices about whether to gather evidence. Section 3 discusses
8 the
H A R SA
NYinertia,
I’S WE
IGHTS
A Scertain imprecise agents are unable to engage in induc| problem
of belief
according
to which
DIM
EN
S IO 3NA
L CON
N TS
Finally,
sectionSTA
4 answers
the objection that many imprecise agents are doomed to violate
tive
learning.
the rational principle of Reflection.4 These three applications are modular enough that readers interWe have
seen
the inference
cardinal
of wellbeing
to Intrapersonal
ested in
onethat
particular
problemfrom
may skip
to mynoncomparability
discussion of it after
reading
section
1.
CardinalAInvariance
is an instance
of Luce’s global
Principle,
with individual
utilities Iasam
theplaying
independent
note of clarification:
in discussing
requirements
of rationality,
a defensive
variables
dependent
variable (which
is assumed
to prove
be at least
gameand
on social
behalfwelfare
of fansasofthe
imprecise
credences.
I am not
aiming to
that ordinally
imprecisemeascredences
urable).
And
we
have
seen
that
Luce’s
Principle
is
not
valid
for
laws
that
contain
dimensional
conare sometimes rationally required, or even that they are rationally permissible. Rather, I am aiming
stants.
Nebel (2021)
argueofthat
many theories
of social
welfare
should be taken
to appeal
to such
to In
demonstrate
thatI fans
imprecise
credences
have more
argumentative
resources
at their
disposal
constants
(though mythought,
discussion
there isbrought
restricted
scale measurability
interpersonal
than previously
resources
outtobyratiothe observation
that the with
rulesfull
of rationality
could be
comparability).
My suggestion
herecredence
is that Harsanyi’s
bebroader
understood
global in character.
Imprecise
models canweights
supportshould
a much
rangeasofdimensional
rational requireconstants.
ments than precise credence models, and fans of imprecise credences can benefit from understanding
Recall
that we are
assuming
Bernoulli’s
Hypothesis.
this flexibility
and
taking better
advantage
of it. So there is more than mere ordinal structure
to betterness for an individual. There are differences in goodness for an individual. We can treat
goodness
for an individual, then, as a dimensioned quantity, much as we treat temperature. Ratios of
1
The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early discussions of imprecise credence models, see Smith (1961),
differences
in goodness, for a given individual, are real numbers.
Levi (1974), and Williams (1976).
To reflect the absence of interpersonal comparisons, we will treat goodness for one person and
2
This updating
rule isperson
part of as
the quantities
definition ofof
an different
imprecise probability
model
in theas
sense
of Joyce
). For cannot
further
goodness
for another
dimensions.
Much
lengths
and(2010
masses
discussion,
see
the
literature
cited
in
footnote
26.
be added together, differences in goodness for different people cannot be added together. This reflects
the familiar
point that, in the absence of interpersonal comparisons of goodness, the sum of different
3
For an introduction to the problem of belief inertia, see §3.2 of Bradley and Steele (2014).
people’s utilities does not represent a meaningful quantity.
4

For a prominent statement of this objection, see White (2009).
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advocates
imprecise credences
the as
The weighted sum of differences in goodness, however,
may be of
a meaningful
quantity, challenge
if the
partial
areinvolving
best represented
not by a single
weights are dimensional constants. To illustrate this, consider
an beliefs
example
more familiar
The move
to imprecise
leaves many trad
dimensions that we antecedently know to be independent. Suppose
that the
price of a credences
car is an additive
tact,
as
fans
of
imprecise
credences
often simply r
function of its mass and its volume, where the price is linear with respect to each variable. A simple
functions
in your
representor.
In order
model of this would be to assign a price to each unit of mass
and a price
to each
unit of volume
andfor your im
your
representor
must
probability
axiom
to add the price of a car’s total mass and the price of its total
volume
to obtain
itssatisfy
overallthe
price.
Let
representor
must
contain
just
those
functions
that
p(x) be the price of car x, m(x) its mass, and V(x) volume. Let 𝝀p∕m be a constant of dimension [p]/
2
on$m
theper
information
youThen,
learn.
[m] (e.g., $n per kilogram) and 𝝀p∕v a constant of dimension representor
[p]/[V] (e.g.,
cubic meter).
However, for agents with imprecise credences
on this model we have
form. Whether you are rational might just as eas
p(x) = 𝝀p∕m m(x) + 𝝀p∕vfeatures
V(x)
(23)
that can’t be reduced to each
member of
features of your representor are like the properties
as ‘liftmass
the piano’.
What
it takes for
a group
of peo
Equation (23) does not involve the meaningless operation of adding
to volume.
It converts
mass
to
member of money—
the group to lift it
money and volume to money, via the dimensional constants, for
andeach
then individual
adds two quantities
rational
might
beasforcomparable
each member
which are all perfectly meaningful operations. This does not be
treat
quantities
of not
mass
to of her re
credence
quantities of volume: there are no comparisons of the form m(x)
> V(x).functions. To take the point further, imag
to spread
to fill
football5,field.
This comman
We can now return to the conclusion of Harsanyi’s theorem.
Asout
stated
in asection
NumberWeighted Summation requires interpersonal comparisons of
which
we have
nogoodness
individualdifferences,
could possibly
satisfy
it. Similarly, fo
assumed not to be meaningful. But it can be easily reformulated
not to require
comparisons.
rationality
could insuch
principle
include rules that no
We have assumed, via Bernoulli’s Hypothesis, that there are This
such paper
thingsisasan
ratios
of differences
in of glob
extended
investigation
goodness for a person. We have made no analogous assumption
forare
overall
thiscommand
reason, to lift a
paper
rulesgoodness.
analogousFor
to the
we will not treat social welfare as a dimensioned quantity, and
overall
will befield.
treated
as an 1, I state
spread
outbetterness
to fill a football
In section
ordinal notion. But it would be easy to extend the following constraints,
remarks if there
such a quantity.
and is
I address
relevant questions abou
In the ideology of dimensioned quantities, we can state Harsanyi’s
conclusion
follows:
dences. In desired
the remainder
of theaspaper,
I describe thr
to solve problems faced by fans of imprecise creden
knmake
Quantity-Weighted Summation There are positive differences
in goodness
such bad
that,choices ab
imprecise
agents arekforced
1 , …, to
for any lotteries p and q: p is better than q just in case
the problem of belief inertia, according to which cer
tive learning.3 Finally, section 4 answers the objectio
[
][
]
[
] [the rational principle
]
of Reflection.4 These three a
(24)
1∕k1 g1 (p) − g1 (q) + … + 1∕kn gn (p) − gn (q) > 0
ested in one particular problem may skip to my disc
A note of clarification: in discussing global re
Each person’s difference in goodness is weighted by the reciprocal
someofconstant
difference credences.
in
game on of
behalf
fans of imprecise
I
goodness for her. Each term in the summation is a real number:
the
ratio
of
each
person’s
difference
are sometimes rationally required, or even that th
in goodness to that constant. One lottery is better than another
just in casethat
thefans
sumofofimprecise
those ratios
to demonstrate
credences ha
is positive. (If we accept Bernoulli’s Hypothesis for overall
goodness
andthought,
want a resources
“cardinal”brought
ver- out by t
than
previously
sion of Quantity-Weighted Summation, each weight should be
the ratio
of someImprecise
differencecredence
in overallmodels can
global
in character.
goodness to some difference in goodness for each person—ments
i.e., thethan
“rate”
by
which
increments
i- fans of im
precise credence models,ofand
goodness increase overall goodness, analogous to the dimensional
constants
in
equation
(23)—
so
that
this flexibility and taking better advantage of it.
the weighted sum is a total difference in overall goodness.)
Quantity-Weighted Summation requires no interpersonal1 comparisons of goodness differences.
The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early
It only requires intrapersonal ratio comparisons of goodness
differences, which are meaningful if
Levi (1974), and Williams (1976).
Bernoulli’s Hypothesis is correct, and the uncontroversially meaningful operation of adding real numrule is part
of the definition of
an imprecise pro
bers. By way of analogy, equation (23) for the price of a car2 This
doesupdating
not require
interdimensional
comdiscussion,
see
the
literature
cited
in
footnote
26.
parisons of masses and volumes. It only requires ratios of money to mass, of money to volume, and
sums of money.
3
For an introduction to the problem of belief inertia, see §3.2 o
We can think of Quantity-Weighted Summation as a generalization of utilitarianism. If interper4
For a prominent
of this objection,
see White (2009)
sonal comparisons are meaningful, then we can treat each person’s
good statement
as a quantity
of the same
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advocates
of imprecise
credences
challenge
the assumption
behind
thesearules.
They
that your
k1 , …,
kn comparable.
dimension,
making
the constants
Utilitarians
accept
version
of argue
QuantitypartialSummation
beliefs are best
represented
single function,
bythat
a setcase,
of functions,
representor.1
Weighted
in which
ki = kj not
for by
all aindividuals
i andbut
j. In
Quantity-or
Weighted
The move
to imprecise
credences
leaves
traditional
requirements
rationality surprisingly
Summation
compares
alternatives
in the
samemany
way as
Summation.
But, whenofinterpersonal
compar- intact,
as
fans
of
imprecise
credences
often
simply
reinterpret
these
rules
as
applying
to
the
isons are ruled out and each person’s good is treated as a quantity of a distinct dimension, it isindividual
not
in to
your
In order
for your
imprecise
credences
to beweight
rational,
each member
even functions
meaningful
say representor.
that two people’s
weights
are equal,
or that
one person’s
is greater
than of
your representor
satisfy thethe
probability
axioms.
In order
forspeed
you to
another’s.
It would be must
like comparing
gravitational
constant
to the
ofupdate
light. rationally, your later
representor
must
contain
just
those
functions
that
result
from
conditionalizing
each
member
of your
When Harsanyi’s weights are understood as constants of distinct dimensions, it is
clear
why we
2
representor
the information
you learn.
should
not expectonIntrapersonal
Cardinal
Invariance to hold. Suppose that we fix a utility scale ui ( ⋅ )
agents
with imprecise
credences,
theanrequirements
rationality
needn’t
take this
for eachHowever,
individualforand
represent
overall betterness
with
expectationalofsocial
welfare
function
Whetherequation
you are (3):
rational
features
your representor,
W(·) form.
that satisfies
A global
scale for
each of
individual
deW(p)might
= k1just
ui (p)as+easily
… + depend
kn un (p).on
features
that can’t be reduced
to each the
member
of kyour
representor
certain
property.
ki = gai (p)
− gi (q)
termines
to represent
weight
example, ifhaving
, then letGlobal
i. For
[ a particular number
]
representor
are like
the not
properties
attributed
by collective
of predicates
ki = features
1∕ ui (p)of−your
ui (q)
(though this
should
be taken
to suggest
that each readings
person’s weight
must such
asdifference
‘lift the piano’.
What itfortakes
for a group
of alternatives
people to lift
a piano
is not in
thethe
same
as what
it takes
be the
in goodness
her between
some
that
are actually
domain
under
for each individual
member
of the
group to would
lift it. require,
Similarly,
what it takes
for Luce’s
an imprecise
agent to
consideration).
Intrapersonal
Cardinal
Invariance
in accordance
with
Principle,
be rational
mightofnot
be for each
member of herofrepresentor
to satisfy
familiar
precise
that any
combination
admissible
transformations
each individual’s
utility
scale constraints
result in at on
least
credence
functions.
To take theofpoint
further,
band director
marching
𝛼 1 , …, commanding
𝛼 n and any 𝛽 1a, …,
𝛽 n, band
an orderpreserving
transformation
W(·)—
that is,imagine
for any apositive
to spread out to fill a football field. This command is global in an especially strong sense—namely,
n
n
∑
no individual could possibly satisfy∑
it. Similarly, for fans
of imprecise credences, the requirements of
(25)
ki 𝛼𝛼 i ui (q) + 𝛽𝛽 i
W(p) > W(q) ⇔
ki 𝛼𝛼 i ui (p) + 𝛽𝛽 i >
rationality could in principle include rules that no precise agent
could possibly satisfy.
i=1
i=1
This paper is an extended investigation of global rules of rationality. Some rules surveyed in this
𝛼 1 , …, 𝛼 nto
which,
by equation
and sincetothe
’s cancel out,
implies
that for
positive
: the command to
paper
are rules(3)
analogous
the𝛽 icommand
to lift
a piano,
andany
some
are analogous
spread out to fill a football field. In section 1, I state formal definitions for both of these kinds of global
n
n
n
n
∑
∑
∑
constraints, and I address
relevant
questions ∑
about how to interpret
the formalism of imprecise cre(26)
ki 𝛼𝛼 i ui (q)
ki ui (q) ⇔
ki 𝛼𝛼 i ui (p) >
ki ui (p) >
dences. In the remainder
of
the
paper,
I
describe
three
applications
of
global
constraints, using my ideas
i=1
i=1
i=1
i=1
to solve problems faced by fans of imprecise credences. Section 2 discusses cases in which it seems like
But this
is not in
general
if make
all thebad
must be about
positive,
as Strong
Paretoevidence.
requires. Section
(For example,
ki’s choices
imprecise
agents
arepossible
forced to
whether
to gather
3 discusses
let p be
for person
1, inertia,
and let qaccording
be better to
forwhich
everyone
else.imprecise
Then we agents
can findare
some
sufficiently
thebetter
problem
of belief
certain
unable
to engagelarge
in induc𝛼 2 , section
…, 𝛼 n such
𝛼 1 and
sufficiently
that pthe
comes
out better
But we can
also are
finddoomed
some suffiFinally,
4 answers
objection
thatoverall.
many imprecise
agents
to violate
tive
learning.3small
4 𝛼 � such that p comes out worse.)
𝛼 ′1 and
ciently
sufficiently
large 𝛼 �2 , …,
These
three applications are modular enough that readers interthesmall
rational
principle
of Reflection.
n
As
we
have
seen,
however,
Luce’s
Principle
is
false
preciselyof
because
fails tosection
account1for
ested in one particular problem may skip to my
discussion
it afteritreading
. the role
k1 , …,
kn are
of dimensional
If the in
weights
dimensionalofconstants
rather
than
dimensionA note constants.
of clarification:
discussing
global
requirements
rationality,
I am
playing
a defensive
less numbers,
weofshould
only
expect ancredences.
admissibleI transformation
utility
to yield
an
game on then
behalf
fans of
imprecise
am not aimingoftothe
prove
thatscales
imprecise
credences
admissible
transformation
of
the
social
welfare
function
given
a
corresponding
admissible
transformaare sometimes rationally required, or even that they are rationally permissible. Rather, I am aiming
tion of
weights. Remember
a choicecredences
of scale for
i-goodness
determines aresources
number toatrepresent
to the
demonstrate
that fans ofthat
imprecise
have
more argumentative
their disposal
ki. If than
person
i’s weight
whenbrought
relation,
then
will represent
ki represents
ui represents
ki ∕𝛼
previously
thought,
resources
out by i’s
thebetterness
observation
that the
rules
ofi rationality
could be
i’s weight
representscredence
i’s betterness
relation.
So we ahave:
𝛼 i ui + 𝛽 iImprecise
globalwhen
in character.
models
can support
much broader range of rational requirements than precise credence models, and fans of imprecise credences can benefit from understanding
n
n
∑
this flexibility and taking better∑
advantage of it.
(27)
(ki ∕𝛼𝛼 i )𝛼𝛼 i ui (q) + 𝛽𝛽 i
W(p) > W(q) ⇔
(ki ∕𝛼𝛼 i )𝛼𝛼 i ui (p) + 𝛽𝛽 i >
i=1

i=1

1

The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early discussions of imprecise credence models, see Smith (1961),
and the
transformations cancel out, leaving us with the original ordering:
Levi (1974), and Williams (1976).
2

n
∑

n
∑

This updating rule is part of theW(p)
definition
of an ⇔
imprecise
model
in the sense of Joyce (2010). For further
(28)
ki ui (q)
> W(q)
ki uprobability
i (p) >
discussion, see the literature cited in footnote 26. i = 1
i=1

3

For an introduction to the problem of belief inertia, see §3.2 of Bradley and Steele (2014).

As in the example of radioactive decay from section 7, when we take care to apply the same trans4
For a prominent
statementrepresenting
of this objection,
see Whiteof
(2009).
formations
to the numbers
constants
i-goodness as we apply to the numerical variables
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of imprecise
credences
challenge
the as
representing i-goodness, then the social welfare function meets advocates
Roberts’s criterion
of invariance
“under
all
partial
beliefs are best
represented
not by a single
admissible transformations of all the scales involved.” Note that
the dimensional
constants
do not themThe move
imprecise
credences
leaves many trad
selves change when we use a different scale for each person’s good;
only to
their
numerical
representations
tact,
as
fans
of
imprecise
credences
often simply r
change.
functions
in your representor.
In order
What does this imply for the standard utilitarian practice
of representing
a person’s good
by afor your im
representor
must satisfy
the probability
axiom
utility function and comparing alternatives by their sums of your
utilities?
If interpersonal
comparisons
of
representor
must
contain
just
those
functions
that
well-being are meaningful, this is no problem. But if interpersonal comparisons of well-being are not
2
on the
information
learn.
meaningful, then this is an error. It is like adding up a person’srepresentor
mass-in-grams
and
her height-you
in-inches
agents
withbyimprecise
and taking the resulting sum to represent a significant quantity. However,
This error for
is not
avoided
multiply- credences
form. the
Whether
you are
rational
mightonjust as eas
ing people’s utilities by a fixed set of numerical weights, because
appropriate
weights
depend
features
that
can’t
be
reduced
to
each member
of
the scale used to measure each person’s well-being. If we measure i-goodness in i-shmutils instead
of
−1
−1
of your
representor
are like the
i-utils
i-utils, we need to convert the number used to represent i’s features
weight from
to i-shmutils
, inproperties
as ‘lift the piano’. What it takes for a group of peo
order to preserve the overall betterness ranking of alternatives.
fordimensional
each individual
member
the group to lift it
I have suggested that Harsanyi’s weights be understood as
constants
andof
differences
be
rational
might
not
be
for
each
member of her re
in goodness for each person as dimensioned quantities. This makes Quantity-Weighted Summation
credence
To take the Cardinal
point further, imag
possible even without interpersonal comparisons of well-being.
This functions.
violates Intrapersonal
to spread
outnot
to fill
a football
field.
This comman
Invariance, but we have seen that Intrapersonal Cardinal Invariance
does
follow
from the
cardinal
measurability and interpersonal noncomparability of well-being
when the social
welfare function
no individual
could possibly
satisfy it.can
Similarly, fo
contain dimensional constants. Since Harsanyi’s weights canrationality
plausibly could
be interpreted
as dimensional
in principle
include rules that no
constants, we should not expect it to satisfy Intrapersonal Cardinal
Invariance
cannotinvestigation
conclude of glob
This paper
is an and
extended
that Harsanyi’s theorem requires interpersonal comparisons paper
of wellbeing.
are
rules analogous to the command to lift a
One might object that Quantity-Weighted Summation does
require
the 1, I state
spread
out tosuch
fill acomparisons,
football field.since
In section
dimensional constants convert each person’s difference in goodness
onto
same (dimensionless)
constraints,
andthe
I address
relevant questions abou
scale. But each person’s weighted difference in goodness isdences.
not, onInmy
a difference
the interpretation,
remainder of the
paper, I describe thr
in goodness for a person. It is the ratio of two differencestoinsolve
goodness,
which
problems
faced(given
by fansBernoulli’s
of imprecise creden
Hypothesis) is a real number. If comparing such ratios were
all
it
took
to
make
interpersonal
imprecise agents are forced to makecombad choices ab
parisons of goodness, then such comparisons would be guaranteed
so long
as each
person’s
good to
is which cer
the problem
of belief
inertia,
according
3
measurable on a cardinal scale. Indeed, if that were all it took,
then we could
make
comparisons
Finally,
section
4 answersofthe objectio
tive learning.
4 the
arbitrary quantities of different dimensions. Of course we can
ratio ofofmyReflection.
velocity to
These three a
thecompare
rationalthe
principle
speed of light and the ratio of my mass to yours, but this doesested
not mean
that
velocities
and
masses
are to my disc
in one particular problem may skip
comparable.
A note of clarification: in discussing global re
I do not claim that Quantity-Weighted Summation is the
view
utilitarians
meant credences.
by
game
on that
behalf
of fans ofhave
imprecise
I
“weighted utilitarianism,” or that there is anything incoherentare
about
Summation
or
NumberWeighted
sometimes rationally required, or even that th
Summation. They would be incoherent if interpersonal comparisons
of wellbeing
impossible.
to demonstrate
that
fanswere
of imprecise
credences ha
But I do not believe they are, and neither did Harsanyi. My claim,
rather, is that
theorists
who accept
than previously
thought,
resources
brought out by t
Harsanyi’s premises while rejecting interpersonal comparisons
of wellbeing should
acceptcredence
Quantity-models can
global
in character.
Imprecise
Weighted Summation. Harsanyi wanted to show that even ments
a skeptic
about
the
possibility
of interthan precise credence models,
and fans of im
personal comparisons could be led, by his theorem, to a broadly
utilitarian
principle
of
aggregation.
this flexibility and taking better advantage of it.
Quantity-Weighted Summation is the concusion to which they are led.
Of course, Quantity-Weighted Summation is not really utilitarian:
it does not compare alternatives
1
The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early
by their sums of well-being. But neither is Number-Weighted
Summation.
They both have formal
Levi (1974), and Williams (1976).
features that are characteristically utilitarian: social welfare is an additively separable function of indi2
This
updatingmarginal
rule is partvalue.
of the definition
of an imprecise pro
vidual well-beings, and each person’s well-being has constant,
positive
It is a merely
discussion,
see
the
literature
cited
in
footnote
26.
verbal question whether we classify Quantity-Weighted Summation as sufficiently close to utilitarianism to count as what Harsanyi called “a utilitarian ethic.”
3 But Quantity-Weighted Summation is
For an introduction to the problem of belief inertia, see §3.2 o
certainly closer to utilitarianism than critics have thought Harsanyi could get—and perhaps as close
4
prominent
as he could possibly get—without interpersonal comparisonsFor
of awellbeing.statement of this objection, see White (2009)
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challenge
assumption behind these rules. They argue that your
9 advocates
EN D Ecredences
NC E OF
IR Rthe
E LEVANT
| IN DofEPimprecise
1
partial
beliefs are E
best
notEby
A LT
ER NATIV
S represented
R E V IS IT
D a single function, but by a set of functions, or representor.

The move to imprecise credences leaves many traditional requirements of rationality surprisingly intact,
as fans that
of imprecise
credences
often simply
theseinrules
as that
applying
individual
I have
suggested
Harsanyi’s
desired conclusion
canreinterpret
be formulated
a way
does to
notthe
require
functionscomparisons
in your representor.
In order
for your
imprecise
credences
to be rational,
interpersonal
of well-being:
namely,
as QuantityWeighted
Summation.
Thereeach
is a member
prob- of
representor
must5,satisfy
the probability
In order
forstock
you to
rationally,
your later
lem, your
however.
In section
we added
Irrelevant axioms.
Alternatives
to the
ofupdate
Harsanyi’s
premises.
representor
must
contain
just
those
functions
that
result
from
conditionalizing
each
member
of your
But Quantity-Weighted Summation violates Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives. More gener2
information
you learn.
ally, representor
if we appealon
tothe
dimensional
constants
in a way that leads to violations of Luce’s Principle, then
However,
for agentsAlternatives
with imprecise
the requirements
of rationality
needn’t
Independence
of Irrelevant
will credences,
not be satisfied.
This is because
the comparison
of take
al- this
form.depends
Whetheronyou
arethan
rational
might just
as easily
on global
features
youralternarepresentor,
ternatives
more
the numbers
assigned
by depend
each person’s
utility
scale toofeach
that can’t
to assigned
each member
of your representor
a certain can
property.
tive: features
it also depends
onbe
thereduced
numbers
to dimensional
constants. having
These numbers
changeGlobal
features
your
representor
are likethe
theconstants
propertiesthey
attributed
by collective
readings
of predicates
depending
onofthe
utility
scales, though
represent
do not. This
is an instance
of a such
‘lifttothe
piano’.and
What
it takes (2016):
for a group
of people to lift
a pianorequires
is not the
as what of
it takes
pointasdue
Morreau
Weymark
the Independence
condition
thesame
comparison
for each individual
member
theassignment
group to lift
Similarly,
whatalternatives,
it takes for even
an imprecise
agent to
two alternatives
to depend
only onofthe
of it.
utilities
to those
when those
be rational
not be
for eachofmember
of her representor to satisfy familiar constraints on precise
utilities
representmight
different
quantities
well-being.
To take
imagine
band director
commanding
a marching
ki is band
Tocredence
see this,functions.
suppose that
therethe
arepoint
onlyfurther,
two people.
Anda suppose
that each
person’s weight
out1toi-util,
fill awhere
football
field.
command
global ininangoodness
especially
fixedtoatspread
the value
an iutil isThis
some
arbitraryisdifference
forstrong
i. It is sense—namely,
the difference no
in individual
i-goodnesscould
between
lotteries
to which
some utility
function
the i-util scale—
assigns of
ui ( ⋅ )—credences,
possibly
satisfy
it. Similarly,
for fans
of imprecise
the requirements
U = (u1agent
( ⋅ ), ucould
numbers
that differ
byin1.principle
Now consider
a utility
profile
and a pair
of lotteries p
rationality
could
include
rules that
no precise
satisfy.
2 ( ⋅ )) possibly
and q such
Thisthat:
paper is an extended investigation of global rules of rationality. Some rules surveyed in this
paper are rules analogous to the command to lift a piano, and some are analogous to the command to
u2 formal definitions for both of these kinds of global
spread out to fill a football field. In section 1,uI1 state
p 1about
0 how to interpret the formalism of imprecise creconstraints, and I address relevant questions
q 0 1three applications of global constraints, using my ideas
dences. In the remainder of the paper, I describe
to solve problems faced by fans of imprecise credences. Section 2 discusses cases in which it seems like
Since
we haveagents
stipulated
that each
person’s
weight about
is thewhether
difference
in goodness
between
alternaimprecise
are forced
to make
bad choices
to gather
evidence.
Section
3 discusses
− g1 (q)
= k1 and
tives the
to problem
which uof
consecutive
canimprecise
conclude agents
that gare
) assigns
inertia,
accordingintegers,
to which we
certain
to engage
in induc1 (p)unable
i ( ⋅belief
3 , so the weighted sum of differences in goodness for each person between p and q
g2 (q)tive
− glearning.
section 4 answers the objection that many imprecise agents are doomed to violate
2 (p) = k2Finally,
4 implies, then, that p and q
will be
QuantityWeighted
Summation
Nowthat
suppose
we interThese three applications are equally
modulargood.
enough
readers
thezero.
rational
principle
of Reflection.
swapested
out person
1’s
utility
function
for
another
that
assigns
the
same
numbers
to
p
and
q,
while
changing
in one particular problem may skip to my discussion of it after reading section 1.
the meaning
of these
numbers. Imagine
that theglobal
difference
in goodness
for person 1I between
p and
q is
A note
of clarification:
in discussing
requirements
of rationality,
am playing
a defensive
v1 ( ⋅ )credences
increased
thousand,
but let uscredences.
represent this
difference
usingtoaprove
“kilo-util”
that
gamebyona factor
behalfofofa fans
of imprecise
I am
not aiming
that scale
imprecise
assigns
number 1/1000
to k1required,
(leave person
2’s utility
function
as is):
arethe
sometimes
rationally
or even
that they
are rationally
permissible. Rather, I am aiming
to demonstrate that fans of imprecise credences have more argumentative resources at their disposal
v u2
than previously thought, resources brought out1 by
the observation that the rules of rationality could be
p
1 0can support a much broader range of rational requireglobal in character. Imprecise credence models
q 0 of1 imprecise credences can benefit from understanding
ments than precise credence models, and fans
this flexibility and taking better advantage of it.
Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives implies that this new profile must be assigned the same overall
betterness
ordering as the original, so p and q must still be equally good in this new profile. But Quantity1
The term ‘representor’ is from van Fraassen (1990). For early discussions of imprecise credence models, see Smith (1961),
Weighted
Summation
implies that p is now better than q, since the difference in goodness for person 1 beLevi (1974), and Williams (1976).
tween p and q is now a thousand times the weight k1, and the difference in goodness for person 2 between
updating
is part
of an imprecise
probability
model1inisthe
sense of
Joyce
). For2.further
k2the
q and2 This
p has
stayedrule
equal
to of
, sodefinition
the weighted
difference
for person
greater
than
for(2010
person
Thus
discussion,
see
the
literature
cited
in
footnote
26.
we have a violation of Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives.
However,
this violation of Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives seems unobjectionable. The
3
For an introduction to the problem of belief inertia, see §3.2 of Bradley and Steele (2014).
intuition that motivates Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives is that the comparison of two alter4
Forshould
a prominent
statement
thishow
objection,
Whitealternatives
(2009).
natives
depend
onlyofon
goodseethose
are for each person. Other alternatives
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advocates
of imprecise
credences
the as
are irrelevant, as are other features of the alternatives beyond
their goodness
for each
person, challenge
in the
beliefs
are best
not by a single
sense that the goodness of each alternative for each person partial
is the only
variable
on represented
which the overall
move to
imprecise
credences
betterness relation depends. The violation due to dimensionalThe
constants
is not
like that.
It’s not asleaves
if the many trad
tact,
as
fans
of
imprecise
credences
often simply r
comparison of p and q depends on how good some third alternative r is for each person, or on some
functions in your representor. In order for your im
feature of the alternatives beyond their goodness for each person.
your representor
satisfyinthe
probability axiom
One might insist that it does, since I am interpreting Harsanyi’s
weights as must
differences
goodness
representor
must
contain
just
those
functions that
for each person. But the weights are constant and need not be interpreted as the difference in goodness
2
6
on the information
you learn.
between some special pair of alternatives. Perhaps there isrepresentor
some independent
reason to think
that
However,
for agents
imprecise
overall betterness should not depend on any dimensional constant.
This would
rule with
out much
more credences
form.
Whether
rational
might
than just Quantity-Weighted Summation (Nebel 2021; see also
Skow
2012).you
But,are
even
if we are
con-just as eas
features
that
can’t
be
reduced
to
each
of
vinced that there are no such constants, we should distinguish that consideration from the sorts member
of
features of
are like
the properties
consideration that motivate Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives,
andyour
haverepresentor
them reflected
in indeas ‘lift the piano’. What it takes for a group of peo
pendent principles.
each Harsanyi’s
individual weights
memberfrom
of the
group to lift it
We introduced Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives tofor
prevent
varying
be
rational
might
not
be
for
each
member
by profile. It was important to consider multiple profiles for two reasons. One was to ensure we could of her re
credence
functions.
To takeof
theindividual
point further, imag
compare alternatives in a way that did not depend on the particular
utility
representation
to spread
out to
filldid
a football
field.
betterness relations. The other was to let us compare alternatives
in a way
that
not depend
onThis
the comman
particular betterness facts. This second reason was more controversial,
is not clear
thatit.the
no individualsince
coulditpossibly
satisfy
Similarly, fo
individual betterness facts are contingent or temporary matters.
But theycould
mightinbeprinciple
on certain
viewsrules
of that no
rationality
include
well-being, and on Harsanyi’s preference-theoretic interpretation
thispaper
consideration
seemsinvestigation
especially of glob
This
is an extended
pressing.
paper are rules analogous to the command to lift a
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For an introduction to the problem of belief inertia, see §3.2 of Bradley and Steele (2014).
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